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ABSTRACT 

Geofabrics are usually synthetic woven and non-woven fabrics. 

These fabrics are replacing graded aggregate filters more and more. In 

the recent past, considerable efforts have been devoted to theoretical 

and experimental studies of geofabric filters. Quite a few geofabric 

filter cirteria have been put forward by various researchers on the basis 

of their research and investigations. The fundamentals of fabric filters, 

their uses, design, requirements and testing are reviewed and discussed 

in this study along with the most widely acknowledged filter criteria. 

For the unidirectional latninar flow conditions long term laboratory testing 

was conducted to evaluate the filter criteria for woven and non-woven 

geofabrics with three types of artificially prepared soil combinations, 

each i.e., conformable, semi-conformable and non-conformable, to those 

well-known criteria. Tests were conducted for three hydraulic gradients, 

i.e., 2, 4 and 6 for specific durations of time. Modified constant head 

permeameters were designed and used for testing the soil-fabric systems. 

The performance of the systems and conformability to the filter criteria 

was evaluated on the basis of two essential requirements for a filter 

system; retention effectiveness and drainage effectiveness, both depending 

on the pore diameter of the geofabric. The discharges, pressures, permea

bility coefficients, gradient ratios and micro-organism formation were 

observed during the testing. The results of tests were compared to evaluate 

the most reasonable criteria. Some modifications to the criteria are also 

recommended. 

xi 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Industrial fabrics were commercialized after World War II when 

synthetic fibers became available. The first documented use of an 

industrial fabric for Civil Engineering purpose was in 1958 when M. R, 

Greiser used it as an alternative to a granular filter, the recon

struction of a water front concrete block revetment in Florida, U.S.A. 

[Dallaire, 1977] General acceptance of the idea was, however, slow in 

coming, until in 1962 the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers successfully 

used them on a few projects. 

Since the early 1970's there has been a tremendous, rather 

remarkable increase in the use of industrial fabrics in geotechnical 

engineering. The so-called "geofabrics" or "geotextiles" now being 

developed especially for civil engineering, are high strength filter 

membranes and pre-formed multilayer sheets. These fabrics are 

developed basically by altering the physical and mechanical propert

ies of ordinary fabrics to make them suitable for geotechnical 

needs, as required. Also the desired engineering properties are 

obtained by appropriate selection of polymer and membrane construc

tion [Hoare, 1982], 

1 
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Genera.1. Statement of the Problem 

Ten years ago, geotextiles were used only as construction 

expedients (e.g., for constructing temporary roads over soft ground) or 

in lov risk structures (e.g., some non-critical sub-surface drainage 

applications). There were no long-term performance data or design 

criteria which geotechnical engineers could use with confidence for 

"higher-risk" structures. The results of recent research programs on 

geotextiles have yielded a wealth of data which has enabled them to be 

used confidently in structures, where geotextile performance can be 

quite critical. [Lawson, 1982] 

One of the major areas where geotextiles have found extensive 

UBe is as filters in unidirectional drainage applications e.g., sub

surface drainage. For this application, geotextiles are used as 

replacements of graded granular filters because of their comparable 

performance, improved economy, consistent properties, and ease of 

placement. [Lawson, 1982] 

The feasibility of using geofabrics has been proven by the 

extensive research in the recent past and considerable efforts 

devoted to experimental studies of geotextiles filters. Theoretical 

analysis of the filtration mechanism related to geotextiles has also 

been developed. Although the mechanism considered is similar to the 

mechanism of filtration in granular materials, the criteria derived 

for permeability and opening size of the geotextile filters are 

different from the corresponding criteria for granular filters. 
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Hence a design for geofabricB based only on simplistic criteria such 

as those used for the granular filters may have a significant risk 

of causing erosion and piping if used for any critical structures 

like dams, shore revetments along streams and rivers abutments, 

erosion control, etc. [Giroud, 1982] 

Obiectives of the Study 

The basic purpose of this study was to review, critically and 

experimentally, the available and most acknowledged filter criteria for 

geotextiles along with the fundamentals of fabric filters and their 

design. Another purpose was to indicate the factors which the 

practicing engineer must be aware of when selecting a filter fabric for 

the particular site conditions with regard to the environment and the 

available soil. 

AB many of the design and performance data and filter criteria 

are distributed throughout many diverse publications and may not be 

available or readily accessible to the practicing engineer, it is 

attempted to combine and compile the best available criteria. These 

are reviewed in an orderly manner so that they can be utilized easily 

and form the basis for further research. 

The behavior of soil-fabric systems is predicted on the basis 

of selected indices filter criteria and construction procedures of an 

arbitrary fibrous filter medium. Early attempts to develop such 

indices resulted in the formulation of expressions which incorporated 

only one or two of the many variables encountered in cloth filtra
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tion. ID most cases the dominant variable used vas the head loss 

across the filter. Efforts to incorporate certain cloth characteris

tics such as pore size and pore geometry in the index were unsuccess

ful because they required standard pore configurations and could not 

account for multifilament fabrics or randomly oriented fibers (non-

voven media). [Atmatzidis, 1982] Furthermore, it was recently con

cluded that the hydraulic properties of a geotextile are mainly 

affected by the method of manufacture and not just by the type of 

material (polymer) used. [Atmatzidis, 1982] 

Most of the attempts for establishing these indices have been 

made for application to granular filters. Hence the methodologies 

proposed for filter cloths are severely restricted principally because 

commercially available products come in a variety of fabric structures 

and geometries. [Atmatzidis, 1982] 

Hence, this study is one step more in the better understanding and 

effective utilization of geofabrics for civil engineering purposes in 

practice at large. 

Background 

It is difficult to simulate in a laboratory the long term 

behavior of a filter in the field. To decrease the testing time, 

unrealistic values of some parameters (e.q., the gradient) are often 

selected and results are misleading. When tests are properly 

carried out, the processes involved in the mechanism of clogging can 

be observed but no simple results are obtained because many 
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parameters are involved. Consequently, classical criteria for 

granular filters were established as a combination of laboratory 

findings and theoretical considerations. These criteria were justi

fied, a posteriori, by years of successful field applications. 

[Giroud, 1982]. It is therefore quite difficult to form a practical 

filter criterion for geotextiles from laboratory tests only. Hence 

it seems appropriate to use the combined approach of laboratory 

tests and theory that proved successful for soils, to establish 

better filter criteria for geotextiles iGiroud, 1982]. 

Filter criteria for geotextiles have been developed and 

evaluated for general soil types involving relatively low hydraulic 

heads as occurs in the sub-surface drainage applications. There has 

been, however, no evaluation to determine the applicability of existing 

filter criteria to situations where large hydraulic gradients are 

expected as is the case with internal filters in earth dams [Lawson, 

1982]. Hence on the basis of some recent research it is attempted to 

provide guidelines for the cases where large hydraulic gradients are 

encountered. 

Approach and Scope of the Study 

The use of geofabrics for a variety of applications has increased 

more and more but their use at certain critical field applications cer

tainly involve some problems. Some of those are also discussed in Chap

ter 2. Many large and small scale research programs have been 

conducted in order to overcome those difficulties. The results and the 
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recommendations of the researchers are available in various reportB and 

papers. This study is an attempt to link the most widely acknowledged 

criteria which have already been established with those which should be 

established. 

The research program was conducted in two broad phases. The 

first was a fairly comprehensive literature review to present the 

most important aspects of the available literature concerning the 

filter criteria for the geofabrics. This review is given in Chapters 

2 and 3. The second phase was the development of an experimental 

program which enables the evaluation of the available filter 

criteria, reasonably. For this a modified testing device for the 

geofabric-soil system had to be developed, as discussed in Chapter 4. 

The tests were conducted to observe the hydraulic characteristics and 

filtration performance of the soil-fabric system. Two basic types of 

geofabric i.e., woven and non-woven were used with respect to three 

different types of artificially prepared soils. The soils were 

prepared on the basis of so-called 'conformability' to the most 

widely acknowledged filter criteria and hence they were named as so 

called conformable, semi-conformable and non-conformable soils. The 

testing was conducted long term for three hydraulic gradients, i.e., 

2, 4 and 6 for a specific duration of time, but under laminar flow 

conditions. The results provided the. information regarding the 

affects of the change of hydraulic gradient over the system at large. 

The readings of discharges, pressures, i.e., development of seepage 

forces, permeability coefficients and gradient ratios were noted for 
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comparison and evaluation purposes. The bacterial activity and its 

affects over the system vere also carefully observed. The analyses 

and recommendations are given in Chapters 5 and 6. 

This study program undertaken at the University of Arizona gives 

further information in providing guidelines for the use of geofabrics 

with confidence. It also provides subjects for the future research since 

there has been an analytical and experimental evaluation of vhat is 

available in this field up to date. 



CHAPTER 2 

CHARACTERISTICS OF GEOFABRICS AS FILTERS 

Overall Review of the Geofabrics as an 
Effective Filter Media - Basic Concepts 

Definitions 

Geotextile (geofabric) is any permeable textile used in 

conjunction with geotechnical materials as an integral part of a man-

made project, structure or system [ASTM, 1969]. 

Actually the terms geotextiles and geomembraneB refer to a family 

of textiles (fabrics) and membranes (sheets) used in geotechnical 

engineering. 

It is important not to confuse geotextiles with geomembranes. 

Geotextiles are permeable by construction and geomembranes are designed 

to be as impermeable as possible. In other words, geotextiles allow or 

conduct fluid flow, while geomembranes restrict fluid flow. The 

hydraulic conductivity of geotextiles is of the same order of magnitude 

as the hydraulic conductivity of highly permeable soils like sand and 

gravel. The hydraulic conductivity of geomembranes is much smaller than 

the hydraulic conductivity of clay, which is the least permeable soil 

[Giroud, and Carroll, 1983]. 

8 
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Composition of Geofabrics 

Geofabrics are usually made from synthetic polymers (carbon-

compounds). The fiber structure of these geofabrics consist 

predominantly of the following typical types of polymers in yarns, 

filaments or fibers: 

(1) polypropylene (most commonly used, most economical) 

(2) polyester (strongest but most expensive) 

(3) polyethylene 

(4) polyamide 

(5) polyvinylidene chloride 

(6) nylon 

Yarns of geofabric made of fibers of the above mentioned 

materials give rise to the term "plastic". Hence the terms plastic 

filters and cloth fibers are synonymous with geofabric filters [Chen, 

1980]. 

Types of Geofabrics 

. The geofabrics are designed to provide a consistent particle 

retention and permeability. Due to the fact that geofabrics are exposed 

to moisture, water absorption could cause a decrease in permeability of 

the filter by constricting the pore openings. The U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers design criteria for geotextiles used a6 filter clothB limits 

water absorption of a cloth to one percent [Calhoun, 1972]. Most of the 

recently developed plastic cloths meet this standard [Chen, 1980]. 
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Geofabrics are generally classified on the basis of 

manufacturing process, i.e., by the method of construction. According to 

ASTM( 1969 definitions there are four main types of geofabrics. 

1. Knitted Geofabrics: 

(i) Jersey 

(ii) Mono-filament 

(iii) Multi-filament 

(iv) Spun 

(v) Fibrillated yarn 

2. Woven Geofabrics: 

(i) Monofilament 

(ii) Slit-film (Tape) 

(iii) Multi-filament 

(iv) Spun 

(v) Fibrillated yarn 

The first two types of woven geofabrics are generally thin, 

i.e., approximately 0.5 mm (20 mils) in thickness whereas the last three 

types range from 3 mm to 5 mm (1/8" to 3/16") up to 10 mm (3/8") in 

thickness. 

In woven geofabrics yarns are placed in the warp and fill 

directions. Warp refers to the yarns placed in the lengthwise (machine) 

direction and fill refers to the yams interlaced at right angles with 

the warp. Generally, woven geofabrics have distinctly visable openings 

which make it easier to calculate the open area of the cloth. However a 

woven geofabric is highly heterogeneous in that it may contain areas of 
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high density yarn while other areas are totally missing yarn or fiber 

[Chen, 1980], 

3. Non-Woven GeofabricB: Non-woven geofabrics consist of a homogeneous 

fibrous mass with torturouB pathB through the fabric, i.e., the 

structure has a three-dimensional fiber distribution. They are 

used in a wide variety of applications. They may be sub-

classified according to the process of bonding: 

(i) Chemically bonded (resin bonded) 

(ii) Thermally bonded 

(iii) Mechanically bonded by needle punching 

(iv) Spun-bonded (may or may not be heat-bonded) 

(v) Combination of entanglement by needle punching 

and heat bonded fibers. 

Thermally bonded, non-woven geotextiles tend to be thin (0.5 to 1mm) 

wherea6 mechanically, bonded non-woven geotextiles tend to be thicker (1 

to 5 mm). 

The above sub-types may also be one of the following: 

(a) Continuous Filament (fiber) 

(b) Staple Filament (fiber) 

4. Composite Geofabrics: These are usually designed to perform specific 

functions. They are produced by combining multiple layers of knitted, 

woven, and/or non-woven fabrics and bonding the layers together by a 

stitching or needle punching process. [Giroud and Carroll, 1983] 
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A list of the leading manufacturers of geofabrics marketed in 

North America is found in Appendix A. 

Possible Functions of Geofabrics in Soils 

In almost any ground engineering application, the geofabric will 

be serving more than one function. [Lawson, 1982] 

The main uses of geofabrics may be broadly classified as follows: 

1. Sub-grade Improvement: 

The benefits may be attributed to the two following important 

functions of geofabrics: 

(i) Separation (preventing pumping) 

The most important fabric properties influencing separation 

are: 

(a) pore-characteristics 

(b) friction 

(c) strength 

(d) puncture resistance 

(e) abrasion resistance 

(ii) Reinforcement: 

The most important fabric properties influencing reinforcement 

are: 

(a) strength 

(b) modulus 

(c) creep 

(d) elongation to break 
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(e) puncture resistance 

(f) friction 

Most of these properties are anisotropic* for example, perme

ability in all directions is different [Koerner and Welsh, 1984], Even 

when acting primarily as a filter or a drain, it is important that the 

geofabric also has a sufficient tensile strength to maintain separation 

of the various soil/granular materials involved. Its strength, in addi

tion to facilitating the installation of the system in the ground, has 

made feasible methods of construction which were previously impossible. 

Hence this ability of geofabrics to reinforce the soil, i.e., to redis

tribute stresses and strains within the soil mass has proven to be ex

tremely feasible in the practical field [Hoare, 1982]. For example, 

within an earth dam the fabric could help prevent the formation or pro

mulgation of any 'cracks'. 

Hence on the basis of the above discussion regarding sub-grade 

improvement with respect to separation and reinforcement it is noted 

that sub-grade improvement can be measured in terms of: 

(i) improved system performance 

(ii) reduced aggregate thickness requirement [Koemer and 

Welsh, 1984] 

2. Filtration: 

Filtration perpendicular to the plane of the geofabric is the 

main function of a geotextile in soil* 
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Filtration with regard to geofabrics is the process of allowing 

the fluid to flow through the fabric while retaining soil particles 

[Atmatzidis, 1982]. 

In order to evaluate the performance of a geofabric with 

respect to its filtration ability, it is necessary to obtain its 

hydraulic properties. The most important hydraulic functions of 

geofabrics are: 

(i) Prevention of movement of fines into the drains. This 

function is influenced by: 

(a) pore size configuration of the geofabric 

(b) properties and grain size distribution of the soil 

encountered 

(c) hydraulic-gradient 

(d) soil retention 

(e) level of clogging 

(f) "cake" formation 

(g) porosity of the media 

(ii) Sufficiently high permeability 

It is observed that there is a significant effect of the normal 

pressure on change in permeability. 

The plot between log permeability constant (kp) V8% i0g normal 

pressure (a) for geotextiles in Fig. 2.1 shows the relation: 

kp a 1/0 

where: 

kp = coefficient of permeability (hi/b) 
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a » normal pressure (kPâ  

Standard methods for testing the above mentioned hydraulic 

properties and interpreting data have not yet been developed. Hence 

it haB been proposed by Rollin, (1980) that these hydraulic proper

ties be determined either relative to the intended use of the geo-

fabric or exclusively on the basis of fabric structure* [Atmatzidis, 

1982] 

3. Sedimentation/Erosion Control: 

Geofabrics are observed to serve satisfactorily for sedimentation/ 

erosion control. They have been proven to be successfully used in a wide 

variety of applications in the field. 

They have been applied as bedding material beneath protective 

materials for river revetment and for scour protection at many critical 

locations around the world. Also the foundation protection against the 

adverse erosional effects is a growing field for geofabrics application. 

Conditions for the use of Geofabrics 

Geofabrics are used mainly for filtration and drainage purposes. 

The drainage systems can be classified into two general 

categories as follows: [Mirafi, 1983] 

1. Standard Conditions (non-critical) 

The Btandard or non-critical drainage category can be defined by 

the following characteristics: 

(i) Drain failure does not result in a loss of life or signi

ficant structural damage. 
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(ii) Evidence of drain clogging appears well in advance of 

failure. 

(iii) Repair costs are comparable to or less than installation 

costs for the drain. 

(iv) Only low hydraulic gradients are present through the soil. 

(v) Minimal clogging potential exists e.g., some soils are not 

conducive to internal piping. Clogging potential 

depending upon the soil and hydraulic gradient conditions 

previously defined. 

Typical applications in the non-critical category are: 

(a) sub-grade drains 

(b) pavement drains 

2. Adverse Conditions (critical) 

The adverse or critical drainage category, can be defined by 

any or all of the following characteristics. 

(i) Drain failure could result in a loss of life or signifi

cant structural damage. 

(ii) No evidence of drain clogging appears before failure. 

(iii) Repair costs are significantly greater than installation 

costs of drain. 

(iv) High hydraulic gradients exist through the soil. 

(v) There may be reversing flow conditions. 

(vi) Protected soils are conducive to internal piping, e.g., 

gap graded soils, fissured clays, dispersive clays, frac

tured rock. 
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Typical applications in the critical category are: 

(a) High risk structures, i.e., dam, chimney drains 

(b) High hydraulic gradients structures, i.e., coastal erosion 

control structures [Mirafi, 1983]. 

Advantages of Geofabrics for Use in Drains and Filters 
and Comparison with Aggregate Filters 

Following are the main advantages of geofabrics: 

1. Inherent tensile strength. 

2. Installation is easy, simple and quick. 

3. Labor efficient. 

4. Local availability of suitable granular filter material is no 

longer a design consideration. 

5. Since geofabric filtering ability is factory controlled, it 

cannot be altered by careless placement and a quick visual 

inspection assures the engineer that it is in place as 

designed [Hoare, 1982]. 

6. Special purpose membranes are being developed for particular 

uses, and these have made methods of construction feasible 

which were previously impossible, leading to considerable 

economic savings in certain cases [Hoare, 1984]. 

7. Drain pipes can often be eliminated within fabric wrapped 

systems because open-graded, highly permeable aggregates 

may be used as the water transport mediums. In these 

drains, the aggregates are not used as filters; therefore, 

gradation requirements are less critical* [Mirafi, 1983] 
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8. Normally, the drain size can be reduced when geofabric 

filters are used because the thick aggregate filter 

layers are eliminated. Hence, less excavation and 

aggregate backfill are required which result in lower 

construction costs. [Mirafi, 1983] 

9. There is a large variety of woven and non-woven geofabric 

filters available in the market on a commercial basis, that 

are specifically designed to meet the demands of most soil 

conditions and drainage designs [Mirafi, 1983]. 

10. A drain formed by a permeable fabric membrane wrapped 

around a mass of granular or other drainage material, 

effectively separates the erodible soils and rock from the 

drainage media, and this can form a multi-layer drain 

providing the fabric properties are correctly chosen in 

relation to the other materials involved [Hoare, 1982]. 

Graded aggregate filters have traditionally provided drain 

protection; such filters are expensive, difficult to install, and 

often unreliable due to variable natural soil conditions i.e., the 

requirement of a wide range of soil investigation becomes necessary. 

Geofabrics, on the other hand, as replacement for graded 

aggregate filters offer significant performance and cost savings. 

Geofabrics seem to eliminate the need for aggregate filters along 

with their following inherent problems: [Mirafi, 1983] 

1. Determination of the required aggregate filter gradation(s): 
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Each natural soil requiring drainage should be identified and 

tested to determine its particle size gradation. The re

quired aggregate filter gradation can be determined using the 

Terzaghi filter criteria and gradation curves for natural 

soils [Cedergren, 1977]* 

2. Location of a convenient and economical source of filter 

aggregates: 

To identify the granular filter requires additional 

laboratory testing. If the appropriate gradation does not 

exist naturally, a blend of tvo or more gradations must be 

prepared* 

3. Reiteration of the gradation determinations and material 

requirements for each natural soil encountered along the 

drain alignment: 

If a two-component filter is required, in order to 

retain the fine aggregate, the filter must be sized 

according to Terzaghi's design criteria for aggregate 

filters [Cedergren, 1977]* The design must assure that no 

large voids will exiBt within the filter and particularly 

at the soil-filter interface of a subsurface drain 

structure. 

4. Segregation of filter aggregate particles caused by 

transportation and placement procedures: 

Long haul distances can result in partial or complete 

segregation of the large from the small aggregates; 



therefore on site blending of the transported materials may 

be required. 

Transportation of the aggregate may significantly increase 

the cost of the granular filters if the haul distances are 

long. 

Use of improperly sized aggregate particles may cause 

severe external piping to a properly designed graded 

aggregate filter as shown in Fig. 2.2 (a,b). 

Contamination of aggregate filters with soil during 

placement. 

Testing the aggregate filter gradation(s) after installation 

to assure appropriate "in-place" gradation. 

Short cuts to aggregate filter design and selection are 

often taken to reduce costs, e.g., the filter gradation is 

based on an "average" natural soil gradation curve inspite 

of variable soil gradations existing on the project site. 

Even less desirable, many drain designs ignore aggregate 

filter criteria by specifying "concrete sand", "sand", or 

"pea-gravel" for all natural soil gradations. 

Although such drainage systems reduce installation 

costs, the resulting performance and reliability are 

questionable [Mirafi, 1983]. 

For a comparison of the use of graded aggregate 

filters versus geofabric filters in the field refer to Fig. 

2.3 (a,b,c). 
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Fig. 2.2 Use of Improperly Sized Aggregate Particles 

(a) properly designed graded aggregate filter 
(b) external piping caused by improperly sized 

aggregate particles [Mirafi, 1983] 
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Fig. 2.3 Comparison of the Use of Graded Aggregate Filters vs. 
Geofabric Filters in the Field [Mirafi, 1983] 
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Disadvantages of Geofabrics for Use in Drains and Filters 
and Comparison with Aggregate Filters 

Potential disadvantages of geofabrics are as follows: 

(i) Installation must be undertaken with care so as to prevent 

undue exposure to ultraviolet light and so that the fabric 

doeB not become torn or damaged with inadequate overlaps 

between sheets being provided [Hoare, 1982]. 

(ii) The life of a geofabric in a soil environment is also as 

yet unproven over the lifetime of a normal engineering 

structure, although accelerated aging teBtB indicate 

that they will not be subject to significant 

deterioration provided they are fully buried. However, 

certain special-purpose geofabrics are understood to 

have guarantees by the manufacturer to last 30 years or 

more [Hoare, 1982]. 

(iii) The primary problem in the engineering application of 

geotextiles as a filter consists of finding corresponding 

criteria for selection of available products according to 

technical aspects [Schober and Teindl, 1979]. 

(iv) The operation of a geofabric as a filter in the long-term 

field situation is unproven although the long-term 

satisfactory behavior of many granular filters is also not 

beyond doubt [Hoare, 1984]. 

The grain size distribution of a graded aggregate filter 

creates a pore structure that, in turn, controls filtration performance 

[Mirafi, 1983]. There are universally accepted criteria for specifying 
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the grain size distribution of aggregate filters that relate the particle 

size of a graded aggregate to that of the protected soil [Lawson, 1982 

and Sherard et al, 1984a,b]. The criteria for the design of graded 

aggregate filters, based on theoretical relations among particle size, 

pore size, and retention ability of granular materials, have proven 

adequate through decades of use [Carroll, 1983]. Therefore there is a 

specific advantage in the use of graded aggregate filters. 

Overall Review of the Geofabrics as an Effective 
Filter Media - Requirements and Mechanisms 

Basic Requirements of a Filter and a Drain 

For the correct and efficient functioning of a filter two basic 

conflicting requirements need to be satisfied to assure optimum 

performance. [Hoare, 1982 and Giroud, 1982, McKeand, 1977, Wates, 1980, 

Carroll, 1983, Schober and Tiendl, 1979]. These are: 

1. Retention: 

The filter must have a pore structure fine enough to 

retain erodible soils. Actually this phenomenon iB based on 

preventing the movement of soil particles through the filter 

medium. It requires that the pore spaces in the filter be 

small enough to prevent movement of fines into or through the 

filter. If excessive migration of soil particles is allowed 

into the filter, the flow of water through the filter could 

be restricted due to obstruction caused by the clogging of 

the paths of flow. On the other hand, migration of soil 



particles can leave cavities in the protected soil producing 

unstable conditions. This phenomenon is also known as 

piping. Hence the retention criterion, whereby protection is 

provided againBt significant particle movement from the 

parent soil into the drainage media is also the piping 

criterion [Hoare, 1982]. 

2. Permeability: 

The filter must maintain adequate permeability so that 

water can escape freely from the protected soil* It should be 

noted that the "clogging-resistance" is inherent to this 

requirement. Actually this requirement is based on allowing 

the passage of water without an increase in hydraulic 

gradient. Pore spaces therefore have to be large enough to 

permit flow without development of seepage forces within the 

soil maBs, large enough to cauBe unstable conditions. 

The basic permeability requirement for a filter is 

Water Input «= Water Output 

i.e., for an ideal performance, the quantity of water coming 

into the filter system per unit time should be equal to the 

quantity of water leaving the system per unit time. 

The above mentioned fundamental requirements may seem to be 

contradictory when they are formulated too strictly. If it were 

required that all soil particle be retained, an impervious screen 
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would be needed, in which case water would not £low through it. 

Conversely, if it were required that the flow of water be absolutely 

unimpeded by the filter, openings of the filter should be large 

enough that practically no soil particles would be retained. [Giroud, 

1982 and Hates, 1980] 

Discussion of Current Requirements for Filters 

The two requirements described previously must not be formulated 

too strictly. The reasonable suggestions are as follows: 

1. The filter must only negligibly impede the flow of water and 

must also prevent destruction of soil structure by erosion . 

2. A good filter must have openings both large enough to allow 

water to flow freely and small enough so that the particle 

skeleton, which gives the soil structure stability, is not 

disturbed as a result of the loss of some fine particles. 

To evaluate the two requirements, a filtration theory must be 

developed for geofabrics. However, a complete theory would be difficult 

to formulate due to the following reasons: 

1. The variety of the phenomena involved. Flow of water 

through a porous medium involves one or more of the 

following: 

(i) Capillarity. 

(ii) Chemical and electrical interactions between filter and 

particles. 

(iii) Erosion. 
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(iv) Variation of the mechanical behavior of soil as a function 

of water content and pore water pressures. 

2. The large number of parameters involved. These can be 

considered in the following six general categories: 

[Hoare, 1982; Lawson, 1982] 

(i) Geometrical conditions including: 

(a) Shape of soil mass. 

(b) Location of the fluid. 

(c) Flow direction. 

(ii) Mechanical conditions including: 

(a) Gravity 

(b) Stresses 

(iii) Properties of materials including: 

(a) Fluid composition 

(b) Fluid density 

(c) Fluid viscosity 

(iv) Soil particle properties including: 

(a) Shape 

(b) Dimensions 

(c) Distribution 

(d) Density 

(e) Chemical nature 

(v) The soil mass properties including: 

(a) Density 

(b) Friction 
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(c) Cohesion 

(d) Permeability 

(vi) The constituents of the filter including: 

(a) Shape 

(b) Dimensions 

(c) Distribution 

(d) Density 

(e) Chemical nature of the solid elements 

of filter 

(f) Void distribution of filter 

(g) Filter continuity 

(h) Filter permeability 

(i) Mechanical properties of the filter especially 

compressibility [Giroud, 1982] 

At the present time there is no complete theory 

dealing with the above mentioned phenomena and parameters. A remark by 

Giroud is worth noting: [Giroudf 1982] 

^Soil filtration vith geotextiles is neither 
better, nor worse understood than soil filter 
with granular filter." 

Hence, a simplified approach for aggregate as well as geotex-

tile filters is required. This approach consists of considering two 

criteria established separately, as indicated previously, these 

criteria for aggregate filters are 

(1) Retention criterion 

(2) Permeability criterion [Giroud, 1982]. 
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Mechanism of Filtration in Fabric Filters 

It has been veil accepted that there is bound to be a certain 

amount of loss of soil grains through the filter during its early life 

[Hoare, 1982]. 

Investigations into the mechanism of fabric filters under 

unidirectional flow conditions have shown that, following the filter's 

intallation and commissioning, the fine particles within the zone closest 

, to the filter migrate towards the filter. Some of the migrating parti

cles pass through the filter and are washed away. Actually when a 

geofabric is placed adjacent to a soil and water is allowed to flow from 

the soil through the geofabric, a complex interaction occurs between the 

soil particles and pores in the geofabric. During an initial period 

immediately following the placement of the geofabric, the soil particles 

in the layer immediately adjacent to the geotextile, which are smaller 

than the pores in the geofabric, migrate into and through the geofabric 

under the influence of soil water flow. Soil particles, which are larger 

than the pores in the geofabric and which lie immediately adjacent to it, 

orientate themselves against the upstream surface of the geofabric 

forming a so called "bridging-network" (Hoare, 1982). As soil water 

continues to pass through the geofabric, increasing amounts of the fine 

soil particles become trapped on this granular bridging network until 

such time as no soil particles can migrate across the boundaries of the 

geofabric. The process of bridging continues to develop from the filter 

back into the soil until an equilibrium condition is reached, i.e., the 

flow and pressure stabilze. At any point on the fabric, several 
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particles nay combine to bridge an aperture in the fabric, or a single 

particle may completely block an aperture. Due to these mechanisms a 

so-called "filter cake" may form in the soil at some distance back from 

the fabric. The time taken for this to occur can be, four or five 

months following geofabric installations in the field. It is evident 

that by this mechanism the soil adjacent to the filter becomes more 

permeable, whereas the filter's net permeability has been somewhat 

reduced. The situation is acceptable if: 

1. Sufficient hydraulic conductivity remains across the fabric 

2. Head loss across the fabric is not too large. 

The above mechanism is very similar to the self-induced 

filter action of well screens. The fabric is essentially acting as the. 

'catalyst' which induces the formation of the filter in the soil. 

A schematic diagram depicting the soil structure for a well 

graded soil adjacent to the geofabric following completion of soil 

particle migration is shown in the Fig. 2.4. 

Figure 2.4(c) shows the formation of three zones on the 

upstream side of the geofabric after equilibrium conditions have been 

reached. The description of the zones is as follows: 

Zone 1: 

It is a highly permeable zone of larger soil 

particles forming the bridging network immediately 

adjacent to the geofabric. The finer soil particles 

which were present in this zone before installation 

of the geofabric have been washed into the drainage 
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Zone 2: This zone lies immediately behind zone 1. It consists 

of the soil particles whose permeability decreases as the 

distance from the geofabric increases. In the past this 

zone was called "filter-cake" but now generally it 

is named the "soil-filter zone". 

Zone 3: This zone lies behind the soil filter zone. It is 

actually the extremity of the existing soil which 

remained undisturbed throughout the formation of the 

bridging and soil filter zones. [Lawson, 1982 and 

Hoare, 1982] 

It is noted that once the soil filter zone has been 

established, no further soil is washed through. Therefore, it is the 

criterion for the establishment of equilibrium in the system. A 

closer examination of the structure of the soil filter zone shows it 

to consist of larger particles at the extremity farthest away from the 

geofabric. The soil-filter zone is, in effect, & reverse granular 

filter constructed solely from the insitu soil particles, and thus 

will always remain compatible with the undisturbed insitu soil. With 

conventional granular filters, this is not always the case. [Lawson, 

1982] 

As soil water continues to flow through the completed soil 

filter-geofabric system, the soil filter zone actively filters out the 

soil water from the undisturbed soil mass while the geofabric retains 

the soil-filter zone in place preventing collapse into the drainage 

layer. Thus the function of the geofabric in unidirectional filter 
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applications is not to filter actively the water from the soil but 

rather to act as a type of 'catalyst* in the formation of a stable 

soil filter from the insitu parent soil. It is important to note, 

however, that while the geofabric does not actively act as a filter 

once the soil filter is formed, the choice of the correct geofabric iB 

critical to the formation of a stable effective soil filter. [Lawson, 

1982] 

To satisfy both of the preceeding criteria the interaction 

between the insitu soil and specific properties of the geofabric must 

be determined adequately* The formation of an acceptable self induced 

filter by the geofabric screen also depend upon the prevailing hydraulic 

conditions within the system. These are as follows: 

1. Laminar or turbulent flow conditions 

2. Unidirectional or reversing flow conditions 

This factor is of vital importance because reversible 

flow conditions and even turbulent flow condition can destroy the 

bridging network and thereby increase migration potential. [Hoare, 1982] 

Table 2.1 summarizes the influence of various factors on the 

operation of the fabric screen. [McGown, 1976] 

Determination of the Major Geofabric Properties for Filtration 

It was mentioned in the previous section that the filter-

behavior of geofabrics is greatly influenced by the following major 

characteristics of geofabrics: 

(1) Production method 
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Table 2.1 Factors Affecting Screen Operation (after McGown, 1976) 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FABRIC PROPERTIES AND SCREEN OPERATIONS 

Fabric property/ 
Screen operation 

Control of mailmum size of 
pertlcto migrating 

Control of probability of 
migrating 

Sufficient hydraulic 
conductivity 

Pora size 
distribution 

The upper limit of pora size in tha fabric 
conirola lha maximum size of particJa 
which can migrate 

The probability of panicle migretion, 
particularly tha larger particles, 
will be directly associated with the per* 
carnage of targe holes. 

Flow through lha fabric wili not be en* 
tirely uniform in so far as larger holes will 
take • much larger share of flow than 
they ere relatively due. 

Percentage frequency 
of pores/unit area 

Tha megnitude of tha percentage opan 
araa mfluancas the probability of panides 
being aligned with a hola in tha fabric 
which it largt enough. In • Mil system tha 
numbers of hotai, m particular large holes, 
that are not 'blocked* by toil panicles 
lying panly or wholly acrott tham is 
related to the percentage open area. 

The probability of panicle migration 
increases with increased percentage 
open areas. 'Blocking* of hotes by 
particles lying pertly or wholly ecross 
them will reduce effective erea available 
10 flow* 

The more available opan area in the 
febric. the smaller will be the flow 
resistance of the fabric. 

Thickness 
The thicker the fabric the less likely there 
will be continuous large holes, 

Tha thicker the fabric (he more likely it 
will be that particles will be trapped 
pasting through the fabric and so 
clogging it. 

The thicker the fabric tha greater tha 
flow resistance for any pora sizes and 
percentage open areas. 

Rigidity of structure 
The mora complex the fabric structure and 
mora mobile tha constituent lilsments the 
more likely (he pores will dose up or open 
up under compression or straining. 

If the pores close up the particles will 
clog up m it and tf the pores open up 
then many more panicles will pass. 

The flow through the fabric may be 
greatly redueed if it compresses. 

EXTERNAL FACTORS INFLUENCING FABRIC SCREEN OPERATION 

External factors/ 
Screen operation 

Control of minimum ilie of 
particle migrating 

Control of probability of 
migration occurring 

Sufficient hydraulic 
conductivity 

Soil 

Panicle size 
distribution 

The grading characteristics of the soil 
will influence the evailability of par* 
ttcular sizes for migration or for reten-
t«on. Well graded soils will be much lets 
subieci to migration than say gap 
graded soils. 

As before At the soil fabric interface the voids in 
the soil may not coincide with the pores 
in the fabric and "blocking* may occur. 
Grading will have a strong influence 
here. 

Soil 
Void ratio 11 panicles are assumed to be spheres 

then two limiting states ol packing are 
possible to define. At loosest state par* 
tides of same size can migrate through 
space left by previous panicle. Al 
densest n cannot. 

As before — and if turbulent flow exists 
almost vibrating conditions can be set 
up increasing migratron potential. 

Controls the velocity of fluid approoch-
ing screen. Dependent on screen prop
erties void ratio will define which type 
of flow that occurs in soil — Laminar, 
Translation*! or Turbulent. 

Fluid 

Hydraulic 
gradient 

Seepege velocity controls the maximum 
size of panicle that can be migrated. 
Care must be laken in lab testing not to 
greaily exceed field situation hence 
cninge migration potential. 

As before - and if turbulent flow exists 
almost vibratory conditions can be set 
up increasing migration potential. 

For any given situation the amount and 
character of How (laminar atcj directly 
related to the applied hydraulic 
gradient. 

Fluid 
Flow 
pattern 

As the flow direction deviate* from 
straight through flow, so the size of 
apenure presented to the direction of 
flow diminishes and the maximum size 
of panicle migrating reduces. 

As flow direction deviates from straight 
through flow so probability of panicles 
accumulating along fabric is increased. 
Thus inclined flow reduces migration 
and increases ctoggmg potential. 

Shape Of drain defines pattern of flow 
paths. For converging, radial or in
clined. hydraulic conductivity must be 
maintained very high to echieve satis
factory operation at the relatively high 
flow induced. 

Drainage 
medie 

Panicle sice 
distribution 

The grading of the drainage media con* 
trots the sue and distribution of ihepore 
spaca available to transport the mi
grated panicles from the soils, in
sufficient pore size will fead to clogging 
of the dram by the larger panicles first 
and later other sizes (This is the lower 
limit of permeability). 

If drainage medie is much more per
meable than soil then in confined flow 
situation the depth of flow is much less 
than in soil. Thus targer venreal drops 
in flow depth occur at ihe fabric causing 
dogging by accumulation of soil along 
fabric face. (This is the upper limit of 
permeability). 

The velocity of flow must be sufficient 
to carry the migrated particles through 
the intersticial paths of the drainage 
media and through the system. 

Drainage 
medie 

Void ratio The void ratio is controlled by grading 
and by state of compaction. Insufficient 
pore sue will lead to dogging of dram. 

Insufficient pore spaee leads to clogging 
and loo much leads to high flow rates in 
small depth and possibility of clogging 
of fabric tn unconlined flow. 

Void ratio controls the flow conditions 
(laminar etc) al exit from fabric. 

Stress 
in 
labric 

Strain With straining tn the fabric the pore 
sues are likely to reduce and lha mem* 
mum size migrating altered. 

With straining the pore arte distribution 
mey welt change both in size and 
frequency in any given size range, 

Flow conditions (laminar etc) mey 
change if fabric pore size distribution 
changes. Stress 

in 
labric Tears If a tear occurs then focal changes in 

maximum size migration wilt increase. 
If e tear propagates then theie will be 
great increase m amount of soil 
migrating. 

Flow will occur along line of least retis* 
lance; initially this will occur near the 
tear. 
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(2) Fabric pore size and distribution 

(3) Water permeability through the fabric [Schober and 

Tiendl, 1979] 

A brief discussion of each of these characteristics follows 

(1) Production Method: 

It has been commented by the various researchers in this field 

that the main problems in specifications, methods of construction and 

testing of geofabrics and thus in comparing different design rules is 

the lack of any standardization in test methods and definitions. 

Actually standardizing the methods of construction, i.e., 

production methods of geofabrics is very difficult due to the fact 

that most manufacturing companies of geofabrics have their own 

researchers and techniques. Modern and more sophisticated techniques 

are being developed with the passage of time to come out with more 

economical and feasible methods of geofabrics design and production. 

At this stage it seems more reasonable to standardize the 

methods of testing the geofabrics rather than the methods of 

production. The need for the indices of geofabrics used at different 

situations is also increasing day by day which should be authentically 

provided by the production companies. 

(2) Fabric pore size and distribution: 

Opening size or fabric pore size is actually the representation 

of the 'effective fabric pore size', (0e^» recommended by Hoare (1982). 

It is that pore diameter which may be taken as effectively controlling 

the filtration behavior of the fabric. It iB also called the 
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'equivalent opening size', (EOS) or 'indicative pore size1, (01^ 

Lawson, (1982). He suggests that it determines the maximum size of 

soil particle which can migrate across the boundaries o£ the 

geofabric. 

Two methods have been used to measure the EOS of geofabrics. 

The first method involves the direct measurement of the pores by 

projecting a magnified image of the geotextiles onto a screen and 

measuring the hole sizes and the void distribution by direct 

measurement [Calhoun, 1972]. This method is acceptable for woven 

geofabrics which have relatively large and uniform pores. A semi-

Markovian statistical approach can be adopted for thick needle-

punched non-woven geofabric using an electron microscope and 

"Quantimet" image analyzer to view a thin 'slice' of fabric frozen in 

resin [Hoare, 1982]. 

The second method involves the indirect measurement of pore 

size using a "reverse sieving" technique . This technique involves 

sieving of particles of known diameters through a geofabric of unknown 

hole sizes. The weight of particles of each size fraction retained on 

the geofabric is recorded. Hence a semi-logrithmic probability net 

can be plotted on a graph similar to that for the display of soil 

particle gradation [Lawson, 1982]. An example of such a graph is 

shown in Fig. 2.5. 

Practically, the EOS of a filter cloth is determined by placing 

the filter between a sieve of much greater openings and a pan, within 
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Fig. 2.5 Serailogrithmic probability-Net for Geotextiles pore sizes 
[Schober and Teindl, 1979; Lawson, 1982] 
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the sieve nest. Next it iB necessary to obtain 150 grams of each of 

the following seven sieve interval fractions: 

U.S. Standard Sieve Number 

Passing Retained on 

#10 #20 
#20 #30 
#30 #40 
#40 #50 
#50 #70 
# 70 #100 
#100 #120 

Beginning with glass beads of 120 sieve size, fabric are tested 

with successively coarser bead intervals by dry-sieving for 20 minutes 

to find the bead size of which less than 5 percent by weight of the 

beads passes through the cloth. The EOS is the "retained on" sieve 

number for that bead size. [Chen, 1980] 

Two different types of particles have been used to determine 

geofabric pore sizes with this reverse sieving technique, sand 

particleB of predetermined sizes are recommended by Ogink, (1975) and 

Schober and Tiendl, (1979) and spherical glass beads (Ballotini) as recom

mended by McKeand, (1977). 

The above mentioned seiving test was designed only for woven 

fabrics [Chen, 1980] but it is now considered valid for all types of 

geofabrics. For woven geofabrics the 95th percentile value, i.e., O95 £G 

considered to be EOS [Calhoun, 1972]. For non-woven geofabrics, which 

exhibit varying sized pores, the true EOS is the subject of some conjec

ture. The following recommendations have been given as follows: 

(1) EOS = 095 [Calhoun, 1972] 
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(2) EOS = 090 [Ogink, 1975; Rosen, 1975; 

Schober and Tiendl, 19793 

(3) EOS » 050 tRankilor, 1978] 

It seems that the use of O^Q QQ EOS is most commonly 

recommended [Hoare, 1982]* 

Testing laboratories have indicated that the sieving process 

with glass beads typically yields lover EOS values than sieving with 

sand particles. For example, for the same fabric it was found that 

EOS = No 50 sieve when glass beads were used, and EOS B No 70 sieve 

when sand was used. Variability between these tests is attributed to 

differences between glass beads and sand particles, e.g., particle 

roundness, static potential, etc. Hence the use of glass beads to 

determine EOS should provide a more conservative assessment of 

filter criteria. [Carroll, 1983] 

(3) Water permeability through the geofabric: 

Vater permeability is the third major aspect to be analyzed 

and determined for filtration in soil-fabric system. The main way to 

assign a value of water permeability through geofabrics is the 

recommendation on the basis of Darcy's coefficient of permeability. 

Darcy's Law can be written for one dimensional flow as: 

3V „ . 3h 

in which 

9t =- K A 3x 

3V 
= the rate of movement of volume of water through the 

geofabric 

= the hydraulic gradient, i across the geofabric 
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A » the cross-sectional area of the flow through the 

geofabric 

K = Darcy'B coefficient of permeability. 

By this it is easy to relate geofabric permeability directly to 

the soil permeability but it applies only to laminar flow conditions. 

[Lawson, 1982] 

Hence expressing geofabric permeability in terms of volume flow rate 

through the geofabric is: 

Geofabric permeability m Volume of water passing/Unit Area/ 

Unit Time/Unit Water Head 

i.e., K = V/Ath. 

Referring to the permeability testing of filter fabrics, 

recommended by AASHTO, 1982. 

The advantage of this method is that it allows easy 

comparison between different geofabrics as it is a simple test to 

perform. 



CHAPTER 3 

REVIEW OF THE AVAILABLE FILTER CRITERIA 

Geotextile performance in filtration-drainage applications 

has been the scope of considerable research over the past 10 to 15 

years. The state of art in drain-fabric technology contains sufficient 

information on performance mechanism and pertinent fabric properties to 

support the rational development of geotextile filter criteria. 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is one of the few agencies to 

document results of its hydraulic characteristic testing program 

[Calhoun, 1972]. 

Using soil types of known gradation, the Corps has established a 

set of guidelines pertaining to the use of geofabric filters and have 

proposed a set of criteria for geofabric filter design [Chen, 1980]. 

Following are the three parameters on which, in general, the 

available filter criteria and filter cloth selection are based: 

(1) Equivalent opening size (EOS) of the geofabrics. 

(2) The particle diameters for the soil protected by the geofabric. 

(3) Gradient ratio (GR) or clogging ratio (CR). 

Many researchers have given recommendations for the filter 

criteria on the basis of their analytical and experimental research. 

The most widely acknowledged filter criteria for geofabrics 

available in publications is based on the following set of criteria: 

1. Retention Criteria/Piping Criteria/Washing through Criteria 

42 
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2. Permeability Criteria 

3. Compressibility Criteria 

4. Uniformity Criteria 

5. Clogging Criteria 

The above mentioned first two are the basic criteria, based upon 

the essential requirements of the soil-fabric system, i.e., retention 

and permeability requirsnents, as discussed in Chapter 2. 

Criteria are discussed as follows: 

1. Retention/Piping/Washing through, Criteria 

(i) Adjacent to granular materials containing 50% or less by 

weight of silt (0.002mm~0.06mm): [Calhoun, 1972] 

(a) 
EOS(mm) „ n 

( 3 a >  

where: 

^85 58 the diameter of the particle in which 85% by weight of 

soil is finer. 

b = For the base soil, i.e., soil to be protected by the 

geofabric 

Carroll, 1983, gave following limits for this 

(„) < 2 t0 3 

85b 

(c) Open area < 40% of total cross-sectional area 

[Calhoun, 1972] (3.3) 

(ii) Adjacent to soils having little or no cohesion containing more 

than 50% silt by weight: 

(a) EOS < 0.2 mm [Calhoun, 1972] (3.4) 
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(b) Open area < 10% of total cross-sectional area 

[Calhoun, 1972] (3.5) 

(iii) To reduce the chance of clogging, the U, S. Army Corps of 

Engineers recommends that no geofabric be specified with an EOS 

sieve number finer than the opening of U.S. Standard Sieve No. 

100 (0.0059 inches or 0.15 mm). This means that in no case 

should the EOS be less than 150 microns or 0.15 mm nor the 

open area less than 4% of the total croBs-sectional area. 

(iv) The geofabric used to wrap collector pipes should be 

surrounded by at least 150 mm (6 inches) of clean granular 

material. If the fabric is used to line a trench, the collec

tor pipe should be separated from the fabric by at least 150 

mm (6 inches) of clean granular material [Hoare, 1982 and 

1984]. 

(v) Ogink (1975) presented a report covering the hydraulic 

aspects of synthetics fabrics in contact with sand at the 

Delft Hydraulic laboratory. His recommendations are given 

as follows: 

(a) In order to assure sand tightness under static flow 

conditions BO that a filter-cake will form, the 

following criteria should be met by all geofabrics except 

for non-wovenB  

0, 
90 _ EOS < x 

d90b d90b 

(3.6) 
for non-wovens 
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°90 _ EOS < 1-g 

d90b d90b (3t7) 

(b) For 'sand-tightness* under dynamic loading conditions 

where no self induced filter can form: 

°98 . 

 ̂ (3-8) 
If the fineBt 15% of soil is permitted to migrate then: 

0 

d15b 

98 s x (3.9) 

(c) In the event of dynamic loading where self-induced 

filter action can develop: 

d85b (3.10) 

This criterion implies that if 15% of the sand is coarser than 095 that 

will be sufficient to induce sand-tightness. 

(vi) Schober and Teindl, (1979) suggest the following criteria 

(a) for woven and thin non-woven fabrics 

J!SL , ̂90 . J*>S < u t0 3 
50b a50b 50b (3.11) 

where: Mw = woven mesh width 

O9O = particle Bize for which 90% is retained by using a 

particle sieving test 

^50b « 50% size of a protected base soil gradation. 

(b) for thick needle-felt non-woven fabrics: 
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90 _ EOS 
d d < 3 to 5 
50b 50b (3.12) 

The maximum limit on the ratios of pore to particle size in Eqs. 

(3.11) and (3.12) include a substantial safety factor [Carroll, 1983]. 

(vii) For the melt-bonded non-woven geofabrics Marks (1975) 

suggested the following criteria: 

(a) For material with lesB than 50% passing No. 200 U.S. 

Standard Sieve 

°50<  I  

d85b (3.13) 

(b) For material with greater than 50% passing the No. 200 

Sieve 

0,J Q  - 0.15 mm 

(3.14) 

2. Permeability Criteria 

The baBic permeability criteria are given as follows: 

(i) By Marks, 1975: 

Kfabric > 5 Ksoil 
(3.15) 

The 5 times value was chosen to give a suitable safety factor. 

(ii) By Carroll, 1982: 

K C  ,  ,  >  10  K . .  
fabric soil 

(3.16) 

(iii) Giroud, (1982) considered the above mentioned permeability 

criteria, In Eqs. 3.14 and 3.15 as extremely conservative and 
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recommended the following criterion: 

fabric >J(, Ks0±1 (3.17) 

In his paper he says: 

It appears that the hydraulic conductivity of a 
geotextile filter must be larger than only one 
tenth of the hydraulic conductivity of the soil. 
Therefore it may be concluded that specifica
tions, requiring that the hydraulic conductivity 
of the geotextiles filter be larger than the 
hydraulic conductivity of the soil, are 
exaggerated [Giroud, 1982] 

(iv) Lawson, (1982) recommended another permeability criterion for 

non-woveno and highly permeable wovens as follows: 

EOS > d.,, 
i.e., = 15b 

EOS> x  

d15b 
(3.18) 

(v) Chen (1980) recommends the following permeability criterion: 

EOS. > 2 

d15b 
(3.19) 

3. Compressibility Criteria 

To allow for fabric compressibility and for the increased washing 

through which occurs at high hydraulic gradients, McGown, (1976) 

suggested that two additional criteria be added to those put 

forward by Marks, (1975). These are: 

(i) To ensure a reasonably simple fabric structure with a fair 
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degree of structural rigidity, fabrics with thickness of no 

less than 50 filament diameters should be used. Preferably the 

filament should have a fair degree of positive bonding. 

Bonding by resins, glues and other materials which might be 

unevenly spread throughout the structure is acceptable. 

(ii) To reduce the possibility of excessive migration of particles 

through the fabric due to local or general piping, the flow 

velocity across the fabric should not exceed 0.3 m/sec. 

4. Uniformity Criteria 

Schober and Teindl (1979) also extended the scope of fabric 

filter design rules by considering the effect of soil grading as well 

as specific particle sizes. They attempted to account for the effect 

of varying soil gradations on the choice of a geotextile filter. 

Grading is measured by the coefficient of uniformity U and, according-* 

ly, a reasonably well-graded soil (U?3) is less likely to cause silta-

tion and can be protected better by a coarser filter than a poorly-

graded soil. The better graded the soil, the smaller the amount of 

fine particles that can pass through the filter cloth. These consid

erations were expressed in the following criterion; 

30S M B 

50b (3.20) 

where: 

B = f(U) 

d50b = mean particle size of the protected soil (50%) 

A factor of safety against soil migration CO is introduced. The 
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relationship between the value B and soil uniformity coefficient, U is 

given in Fig. 3.1. Filter Criteria for turbulent alternating flow* 

compared with those for steady laminar flow is given in Fig. 3.2. This 

theoretical work was confirmed by laboratory experimentation. 

5. Clogging Criteria 

Gradient ratio or clogging ratio is a parameter the U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers uses in filter comparison to determine clogging 

potential of a geofabric in the soil-fabric system. This parameter was 

developed from permeameter testing and is a result of hydraulic gradient 

manipulation. [Chen, 1980] 

where: 

GR = gradient ratio 

h^ » the hydraulic gradient at the lowest one inch of soil plus 

filter cloth 

ht = Average hydraulic gradient for the entire system 

If the gradient ratio becomes greater than 3 within 24 hours, the 

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers suggests that the filter cloth is being 

plugged. Hence the criterion for clogging resistance of geotextiles can 

be stated in terms of an allowable gradient ratio as: [Calhoun, 1972] 

G R  < 3  ( 3 . 2 2 )  

At this stage the difference between "plugging" and "clogging" is 

worth noting. Plugging is defined as the decline in rate of water move

ment through the soil-filter system with time. Clogging is defined as 
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TURBULENT • 
ALTERNATING 

Fig. 3.2 Filter-Criteria for Turbulent Alternating Flow, 
Compared with those for Steady Laminar Flow 
(fabric filter design) [Schober and Teindl, 1979] 
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the blocking of filter openings to such an extent that the filter system 

becomes essentially useless. The design concept of gradient ratio is 

that as plugging occurs, a water pressure builtup immediately above the 

geofabric which effects the function of the system. Preliminary labora

tory studies into the clogging of fabrics under steady seepage of ditch 

water and tap water with silt have been reported by Hoogendoorn, (1977). 

Results indicated that 

All the investigated fabrics were sensitive to 
clogging and the rate of clogging increases for 
decreasing pore size, 090 i.e„ EOS* Small 
values of the ratio O50/O90 â 80 increase 
the sensitivity to clogging. 

Similar results were reported by Paute (1977) for non-woven 

fabrics. Where large pores exist no clogging occurs and it is through 

these large pores that most of the flow occurs. Where fine pores exist 

clogging occurs as soil particles are deposited giving a much reduced 

fabric permeability. 

Healy and Long (1977) gave a summary of the filter fabric design 

of preformed drains* Table 3*1 taken from their paper show the 

recommendations which are based on laboratory and field experiments and 

author's judgement. 

Table 3.2 summarizes the most widely acknowledged set of filter 

criteria for geofabrics given in this chapter. 



Table 3.1 Filter Fabric Design for Preformed Drains [Healy and Long, 1977] 

Type of fabric 

Fabric 
property Woven Non-woven Mat 

i 

Opening size < Deo 020 S O.S.w S Sieving test 
retains 0SO 

0 «•» 
Open area >5% >5%w * -

3 
Permeability - -

*0 w 

•o 
• 
•o 
a 

Opening size D]o ^ O.S. ^ D|j Ojo ^ O.S. ^ 085 Sieving test 
retains 0a9 

0 
9 

01 
Open area > 5% > 10W* -

a 
1 Permeability - — 

N 
3 
0 
a 

Opening size D2o < O.S. < flat/" 02o < O.S. < 0ao^ Sieving test 
retains 08ow 

c 
© O) 
o 

Open area > 10% > ̂ 5%n, — 

c E 
0 0 
z z 

Permeability - — ^ 2kco»<*« 
toJ 

(a) Opening sizes 
(b) Between these sizes 

(c) Under design pressure 
(d) Based on finest soil 



Table 3.2 Set of Filter Criteria for the Geofabrics 

Classi
fication Criteria Conditions of Use Recommendation 

Principal 
Investigator 

Equation 
No. in 
Chapter 3 

1. Retention/ Granular mat. with 
EOS (mm) ^ 

C.C. Calhoun 3.1 
Piping/ 50% or less silt wt. d85b Jr. (1972) 
washing 
through 

EOS(mm) < 2 tQ 3 R.G. Carroll 3.2 
85b Jr. (1983) 

- Open area < 40% C.C. Calhoun 3.3 
Jr. (1972) 

Soil with no cohesion 
and more than 50% - EOS < 0.2 nun C.C. Calhoun 3.4 
silt wt. Jr. (1972) 

- Open area < 10% C.C. Calhoun 3.5 
Jr. (1972) 

For all geofabrics - EOS > 0.15 mm C.C. Calhoun 
Jr. (1972) 

- Open area > 4% C.C. Calhoun _ 

Jr. (1972) 



Table 3.2 - Continued 

Classi
fication Criteria 

' 
Condition of Use 

' 

Recommendation 
Principal 
Investigator 

Equation 
No. in 
Chapter 3 

1. 
(cont.) For Static Flow: 

sand tightness with 
filter cake formation 

- For all geofabrics, 
except non-wovens -T < 1 

90b 
H.J.M. Ogink 

(1975) 
3.6 

- For non-wovens 
"f S  < 1 

90b 
H.J.M. Ogink 

(1975) 
3.7 

For Dynamic Flow: 
- Sand tightness with 
no Filter Cake 
Formation 

°98 < i 

85b 
H.J.M. Ogink 

(1975) 
3.8 

- If finest 15% 
migrates I98 •= 1 

15b 
H.J.M. Ogink 

(1975) 
3.9 

- Sand tightness with 
Filter Cake 
Formation > < i 

85b 
H.J.M. Ogink 

(1975) 
3.10 



Table 3.2 - Continued 

Classi
fication Criteria Condition of Use Recommendat ion 

Principal 
Investigator 

Equation 
No. in 
Chapter 3 

1. 
(cont.) For woven & thin 

non-woven geofabrics < 1.7 to 3 
50b 

W. Schober 
and 

H. Teindl 
(1979) 

3.11 

For thick needle-felt 
non-woven geofabrics TS < 3 to 5 

50b 

W. Schober 
and 

H. Teindl 
(1979) 

3.12 

For melt-bonded 
non-woven geofabrics 

- mat. less than 50% 
passing U.S. //200 
sieve 

°50 < i 

85b 
B.D. Marks 
(1975) 

3.13 

- mat. greater than 
50% passing U.S. 
#200 sieve 

0J-Q  ~ 0.15 mm B.D. Marks 
(1975) 

3.14 

Ln 
ON 



Table 3.2 - Continued 

Classi
fication Criteria Condition of Use Recommendation 

Principal 
Investigator 

Equation 
No. in 
Chapter 3 

2. Permea
bility 

For all situations 
^fabric 

> 5 K 
soil 

B.D. Marks 
(1975) 

3.15 

^fabric 
> 10 K ... 

soil 
R.G. Carroll 
Jr. (1983) 

3.16 

^fabric 
>±- K 
10 soil 

J.P. Giroud 
(1982) 

3.17 

For non-woven and 
highly permeable 
woven geofabrics 

EOS 

d15b 
1 

C.R. Lawson 
(1982) 

3.18 

EOS > 

d15b = 

2 Y.H. Chen 
(1980) 

3.19 



Table 3.2 - Continued 

Classi
fication Criteria Conditions of Use Recommendation 

Principal 
Investigator 

Equation 
No. in 
Chapter 3 

3. Compressi
bility 

For high hydraulic 
gradients 

Thickness > 50 fila-
of geofabric ment 

Flow 
Velocity 
across < 3.0 m/sec 
the fabric 

A. McGown 
(1976) 

A. McGown 
(1976) 

-

4. Uniformity For all situations 
(Figs. 3.1 & 3.2) Ts = B 

50b 

with: B = f(u) 

W. Schober 
and 

H. Teindl 
(1979) 

3.20 

5. Clogging For all situations G • R < 3 C.C. Calhoun 
Jr. (1972) 

3.22 



CHAPTER 4 

DESCRIPTION OF LABORATORY WORK 

Review of Previous Laboratory Investigation 

Constant-head and falling-head permeametere are generally used 

in the laboratory for measuring flow across the plane of a geofabric in 

the soil-fabric system. Unfortunately there has been standardization of 

neither testing procedures nor testing devices. Researchers in their 

laboratory investigations have used different methods, techniques and 

equipment for evaluating various filtration and performance properties 

of soil-fabric systems. 

Table 4.1 presents a summary of the various long-term te6t 

programs that have been run to study a wide range of soil types with 

different types of woven and non-woven geofabrics. 

The permeameter used in the studies listed in Table 4.1 varied 

slightly in details and specifications but basically consisted of: 

1. An upper and lower section bolted together through a flange. The 

filter fabric was held in position at the flange joint. 

2. The lower section of the permeameter contained the single size 

drainage media when a fabric filter was being used, or the 

conventional granular filter when their performance was being 

compared. 

3. Soil positioned in the upper section of the permeameter right 

above the geofabric. This corresponds to the soil being protected. 

59 
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Table 4.1 Summary of Some Important Long-Term Test Programs 
for the Geofabrics 

No. Organization 
Principal 

Investigator Location 
Hours of 
Testing 
Time 

1. U.S. Army Corps. Of 
Engrs. Waterways 
Experimental Statior 

C.C. Calhoun 
Jr. (1972) 

Vicksburg, 
MS, USA 

60 

2. University of 
Tennessee 

B.D. Marks 
(1975) 

Knoxville, 
TN, USA 

500-700 

3. University of 
Strathclyde 

L. Chhourn 
(1975) 

Strathclyde, 
Scotland 

500 

4. ICI Fibres E. McKeand 
(1977) 

U.K. 1000-3000 

5. University of 
Innsbruck 

W. Schober 
and 

H. Teindl 
(1979) 

Innsbruck 
Austria 190-2000 

6. Colorado State 
University 

Y.H. Chen 
(1980) 

Ft. Collinss 
CO, USA 

800-1300 
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4. Variable water head devices used to produce a specific hydraulic 

gradient through the system. 

5. Manometers or pressure taps located at different positions in the 

permeameter to detect the pressure distribution in the system. 

Figure 4.1 shows the basic design of equipment for testing soil-

fabric systems in general* 

Modifications to Experiment 

On the basis of the review of literature a modified test system 

was developed for this research at the University of Arizona. A 

schematic diagram of it is shown in Fig. 4.2. 

The modified constant head permeameter device is shown in detail 

in Fig. 4.3. This device fulfills all the basic specifications used 

by various researchers as mentioned in the previous section. 

Detailed aspects of the permeameter system and operating 

procedures used in this research are as follows; 

1. Two cylindrical permeameters were used in the testing program. These 

are shown in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5. They were constructed from 0.5 inch 

thick clear plexiglass. The transparency of the glass made 

possible all the visual observation, as water seeped through the 

soil-fabric system. Except for the following two slight 

differences, both permeameters were identical in construction 

and specifications: 
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Fig. 4.1 Basic Laboratory Permearaeter Device for Testing 
Soil-Fabric System 
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Fig. 4.2 Modified Test System 
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3 Over Flow Valves 

(i" Dia) 
Water Supply 

Dia 
Thick Plexi Glass 

To Manometers 

Soil -
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. J  
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Clamps Out Flow Valve 
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Fig* 4.4 Modified Permeameter 1 
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Fig. 4.5 Modified Permeameter 2 
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(i) Permeameter 1 had an internal diameter of 5.75 inches where 

as Permeameter 2 was of 5.5 inches internal diameter. 

(ii) For Permeameter 1 the overflow valve 1 was located at 23.2 

inches above the geofabric. For Permeameter 2 that distance 

was 24 inches. 

2. Each Permeameter consisted of two distinct sections, an upper section 

and a lower section. The two sections where clamped together through 

a flange with a rubber gasket to avoid seeping of water from the 

system. The filter fabric was held at the flanged joint within the 

rubber gasket. A clamp arrangement for flange closure was shown to 

be better than a conventional nut-bolt one because of the ease of use 

and more effective control of the seeping water. A closer view of 

the clamp arrangement is shown in Fig. 4.6. 

3. The upper section contained a gate valve to regulate incoming water 

flow. The inflow pipe was taped to the internal wall of the 

permeameter so that the incoming water could flow down along the wall 

without producing any disturbance. The bottom of the upper section 

contained a 4-inch thick soil column which rested over the geofabric. 

4. The lower section was designed to close the system from the 

surroundings. It eliminated air entering the permeameter system from 

beneath the geofabric. The lower portion of the lower section waB 

filled with coarse gravel to simulate actual field conditions. Some 

researchers have used wire screen support under the geofabric but 

that does not simulate field conditions exactly and it can also 

enhance bacterial growth especially 'iron-fungus' in long-term 
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•Vsr5̂  

Fig. 4.6 Clamps Served Better Than the Nut-Bolt Arrangement 
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testing. At the bottom of the lower portion, a solid incline was 

constructed with an angle of 30o to the horizontal. Its purpose was 

to collect the soil piped through the geofabric at different inter

vals during the teat. A piped soil collection valve was installed at 

the bottom of the incline as shown in Fig. 4.7. 

5. In order to measure the pressure head exerted on the soil column and 

the filter fabric, 5 pressure taps were installed at various 

intervals along the vertical wall of each permeameter, as shown in 

Fig. 4.7. The first pressure tap was located 1 inch above the soil 

surface, i.e., plus-minus one-tenth of an inch. The second, third 

and fourth pressure tap lays at 1 inch increments within the soil 

depth starting at the soil surface. The fifth pressure tap was 

secured at 1 inch below the top of the lower section, i.e., 1 inch 

below the geofabric* 

6. The pressure taps were connected through transparent tygon tubing to 

the glass manometer tubes installed on a manometer board. Distilled 

and de-aired water was used in the tygon tubing lines as well as in 

the manometer tubes to provide more accurate pressure readings. 

7. Discs of fine mesh screen were not glued to the faces of pressure-

taps at tygon tubing connections to minimize soil migration from the 

system into the tubings. Although this is recommended by some 

researchers, it could have affected the pressure readings due to 

clogging. Instead the tubing was taped to the outer wall of the 

permeameters in such a manner that the soil could not move through 

due to gravity, as Bhown in Figs. 4.4 and 4*5. 
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Fig. 4.7 Closeup View of the Modified Constant Head Penneameter 
Showing Water Head, Soil-Fabric System and Coarse Aggregate 
Chamber with Inclined Base 
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Tap water was used in the beginning for the teBt. To avoid 

fluctuations at different times of the day, a constant head tank was 

installed. Hater was allowed to enter the tank and appropriate flow 

was channelized to the permeameters through a control valve. Later 

on during the testing program it was noted that the tap water 

maintained a temperature of about -23oC was relatively 

cold. The water contained dissolved and entrained air. When the 

cool tap water entered the warmer test system, air bubbles formed 

within the soil column. Some of the air bubbles moved through the 

pressure taps into the tygon tubings connected to the manometer 

tubes. This could result in incorrect pressure measurements. Hence, 

the water from the hot water tap at approximately 95°F (35°C) was 

used. This proved to be very beneficial in eliminating this problem 

to a great extent. It was also learned by experience that a needle 

Byringe could be used for removing the large bubbles from the tygon 

tubing lines between pressure taps and monometer tubes. This avoided 

disconnecting of the lineB and refilling the tygon tubes again with 

distilled-deaired water, a procedure which was quite cumbersome and 

time consuming. It could have also affected the pressure readings. 

. Tap water with normal amount of chlorine concentration, i.e., 

approximately 0.2 to 0.4 ppm was used for the test. Many researchers 

have recommended high concentrations of chlorine, even up to 10 ppm, to 

avoid the growth of microorganism in the water and soil column during 

the long term testing. But this again does not simulate actual field 

conditions. 
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XO. Stand pipes or air release valves were not connected to the top of 

the permeameters to avoid accumulation of air and to allow it to 

escape aB done by some researchers. It was considered more 

appropriate to leave the top fully open, which was convenient and 

had negligible effect on the readings. 

11* Three overflow valves, were installed on the vertical wall of each 

permeameter at 8 inches, 16 inches and 24 inches respectively above 

the geofabric. These valves provided the average hydraulic 

gradient for the entire system as 2, 4 and 5.8 for Permeameter 1 

and 2, 4 and 6 for Permeameter 2, respectively. 

12. As Bhown in Fig. 4.7, an outflow valve was provided 1 inch above 

the piped-soil collection valve at the bottom of the lower section of 

the permeameter. This valve was connected by a rubber tube to a glass 

flask with water maintained at the level of the geofabric in the 

permeameter. Another tube connected the glass flask to the cali

brated containers. This conveyed the quantity of water passing 

through the system to the containers, where it was carefully 

collected* 

13. Use of metal parts i.e., screens, nut and bolt etc. was avoided in 

the design of the system in order to have protection from ru6t 

intrusion problems. 

14. Fresh tap water was used throughout the testing. The water from the 

overflow and outflow valves as taken to the drainage through 

connecting tubes and was not recirculated, as recommended by some 

researchers. Recirculation of water would have increased the 
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potential of bacterial activity and fungus formation within the 

system. 

Testing Procedure 

In this study, two types of geofabrics were tested with three 

types of artificially prepared soil combinations. These combinations 

provided conditions that were conformable, semi-conformable and non-

conformable to some of the general, acknowledged filter criteria for the 

geofabrics as discussed in Chapter 3. 

Each of the geofabrics was tested with each of the soils for an 

average time duration from 200 to 250 hours. Initially the test was 

conducted under a hydraulic gradient of 2. After every 50 to 75 hours 

of testing, the average hydraulic gradient for the system was 

increased. For example, in Permeameter No. 1, the hydraulic gradient 

was increased from 2 to 4 to 5.8 and for Permeameter 2 the increment 

was from 2 to 4 to 6. This enabled the effects of gradient change over 

the system at large to be analyzed. 

For the evaluation of filter criteria by experimentation, the 

following factors were observed and measured: 

1. Grain size distribution of the soil combinations considered. 

2. Formation of the soil filter system after reaching the stabilized 

conditions. 

3. Filtration and water discharge. 

4* Water pressure distribution. 

5. Amount of sediment discharge through the soil-fabric system. 
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6. Permeability changes. 

7. Bacterial or fungus formation, (organic content) 

In order to conduct an objective testing of the geofabrics it was 

necessary to maintain consistency and uniformity of test conditions. The 

same constant head was applied to each permeameter. The main difficulty 

was soil saturation. In saturating, the system, water was forced in the 

upward direction, thereby pushing the air pockets up and out of the soil 

sample. Every effort was made to keep the upward flow slow enough so 

that the soil structure would not be disturbed while the air pockets were 

displaced. In cases of semi-and non-conformable soil combinations, the 

saturation velocity was kept very slow. 

The maintenance of soil uniformity was an important factor in 

itself. The soil in each of the permeameters was to have the same size 

distribution. When the soil of the required size distribution was prepared, 

it was carefully and thoroughly mixed to assure maximum uniformity. 

After that it was dried in an oven at more than lOOoC for 24 hours to 

destroy any organisms that may have initially existed. The soil was 

then placed into the permeameter in a dry and loose state. Once the 

saturation process was completed, outflow tubes were strung from the 

permeameters. The td loose state. Once the saturation process was 

completed, outflow tubes were strung from the permeameters. The trans

port tubes for water inflow were then connected to the permeameters. 

During saturation of the soil column, 1 to 2 inchnsport pipes for water 

inflow were then connected to the permeameters. During saturation of 

the soil column, 1 to 2 inches of water was kept above the soil sur
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face. This assured the dissipation of the incoming water energy and, 

eliminated soil surface erosion and other soil disturbances. 

Fermeameters were allowed to fill up to the third over-flow valve 

thereby providing an average overall hydraulic gradient of 2 to the 

system. 

The system was then left for about an hour to stabilize. Once 

the system reached a stable condition, water inflow was adjusted so 

that the required constant head was maintained. Hence after pressure 

and flow stabilizations actual testing began. 

Discharge measurements were based on the quantity of water 

collected from each permeameter 3 to 5 times daily in the calibrated 

containers. The measurements were plotted against time and analyzed 

with respect to fluctuation and magnitude for possible plugging of the 

filter system. 

Five pressure readings for each permeameter were also recorded 

on a daily basis. The pressures were plotted versus time in order to 

correlate with discharge results. The readings served as an indicator 

of plugging of the soil voids which is independent of the geofabric. 

After the teBt had been running continuously for from 50 to 75 hours, 

the average hydraulic gradient of the system was increased , first from 

2 to 4 and then from 4 to 5.8 for Fermeameter 1 and from 2 to 4 then 

from 4 to 6 for Fermeameter 2. In each case, enough time was given for 

the system to stabilize before the next increment was applied. 

Initially it waB thought that opening of the piped soil collec

tion valve during a teBt would cause suction to occur in the lower 
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section* This potential problem was overcome by opening pressure tap 

5, refer to Fig. 5.3. The modified lower section served as a sediment 

trap for the fine particles which passed through the geofabric. These 

fine particles were carefully separated from the coarse aggregates at 

the end of the test and weighed. This was done to find the amount of 

soil migration across geofabrics for different combinations. 

Permeability change within the soil column is also an indication 

of the extent of migration of fine particles. Analysis of these changes 

depends upon the test data of discharge and pressure. 

Soil and geofabric samples were analyzed by careful visual 

observations to determine any bacterial and fungus formation. Also the 

geofabric was observed for tears and warps at its contact points with 

the coarse aggregates. 

During the test Reynold's Numbers (NR) were computed in order 

to assure that the flow was in the laminar range because for the 

turbulent flow conditions the set up of the system was not valid. 

Soils and GeofabricB Used in Testing Program 

The soils tested in this study were artificially prepared on 

the basis of conformability to most of the widely accepted geofabric 

filter criteria, refer to Table 4.2. Care was taken in the preparation 

of proper soil combinations to represent a representative variety of 

the soils. 
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Table 4.2 Filter Criteria to be Evaluated with Respect 
to the Soil-Fabric Systems 

Filter 
Criteria 
(Proa Chap.3) 

Equation 
Nuabtr 

ConCoraabl* Soil Saal-Conforaabla Soil Mou-Conforaabl* Soil Filter 
Criteria 
(Proa Chap.3) 

Equation 
Nuabtr Uoven Hlraf1 7Q0X 

Hoa-Uoven 
Klrafl 140N Mlra3ff°700X Mv!ZOH tuKmou Ration 

m. < ! 
B5b 

3.1 0.214 0.176 0.563 0.469 i.e 1.5 

Open «raa<40Z 
Opan ara>> 4X - 5.51 - 5.SX - 5.51 -

*T°S- <l(vovan) 
90b 
EOS 8(Hon-
d90b " " WDV,"# 

3.6 

3.7 
0.120 0.1 0.514 0.429 1.8 

• 1.25 

P-< 1.7.o3 
50b 

3.11 0.72 0.6 0.72 0.6 1.89# 1.51 

"fabric , . 
K«ll 
fabric „ J0 
•oil 
^fabric ^ , 
K.oil 

3.15 

3.16 

3.17 

0.5-1 11-12 1-2 17-18 2-6* *5-47" 

EOS > 1 
15b " 

m. > 2 
di?t; 

3.18 

3.19 
1.5 1.25 1.21 1.01 

* 
2.43 

* 
2.03 

*conformiblllty to criteria 
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The soils tested consisted of the following compositions: 

Type 1. Conformable Soil Combination: 

100% fine sand - a mixture of Ottawa sand and local Band. 

This artificial soil can be considered non-uniform and moderately well 

graded, with average bulk density of about 1.41 gm/cc. 

Type 2. Semi-Conformable Soil Combination: 

Silty sand with 5% clay - a mixture of Ottawa sand, local 

sand and Kaolinite clay. This artificial soil can be considered non

uniform and moderately well-graded, with average bulk density of about 

1.50 gm/cc. 

Type 3. Non-Conformable Soil Combination: 

Sandy-silt with 15% Kaolinite clay - This soil can be 

considered a poorly graded, uniform soil, with average bulk density of 

about 1.45 gm/cc. 

The grain size distributions of the three soil combinations are 

shown in Fig. 4.8. The important particle diameters for the soil 

combinations are given in Table 4.3. Kaolinite was used as the clay 

component in testing. This type of clay was chosen for its 

insignificant swelling nature. 

While the so-called conformable, semi-conformable and non-

conformable soil samples were being prepared, an interesting observation 

was made. 

'The soil which would conform to most well-
established filter criteria, could exist in 
nature or be prepared artificially, but the 
preparation of soil which would not conform; 
to a most of the widely accepted filter 
criteria is an impossibility1 
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Table 4.3 Important Particle Diameters for the Tested 
Soil Types 

Size Soil # l(mm) Soil // 2(mm) Soil # 3(mm) 

d10 
0.095 0.074 0.650 

d15 
0.120 0.149 0.074 

d30 
0.175 0.220 0.090 

d35 
0.200 0.225 0.093 

d50 
0.250 0.250 0.095 

d60 
0.350 0.275 0.095 

d85 
0.841 0.320 0.100 

d90 
1.500 0.350 0.120 
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The so-called non-conformable soil prepared for this study was 

conformable to some of the filter criteria, as shown in Table 4.2. 

One Woven and one non-woven geofabric were used in this study 

because of the wide variety of applications of these two types of 

geofabrics in the field. 

Specifically, the following types of woven and non-woven were used: 

1. Woven - Mirafi 700 X 

2. Non-Woven - Mirafi 140 N 

Figure 4.9 presents photos of each of these materials so that 

the reader may observe the difference between the two first hand. 

Table 4.4 gives some of the important properties of the geofabric 

used for testing. 



(a) 

fr,'-' 

(b) 
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Fig. 4.9 Geofabrics Used for the Laboratory Testing 
(a) Woven Monofilament (Mirafi 700 X) 
(b) Non-Woven (Mirafi 140 N) 



Table 4.4 Properties of Tested Geofabrics 

Type Name Color 

Coef. of 
Permea
bility 
K cm/sec 

Water 
Flow 
Rate 

gal/min/ 

ft2 

Weight 
/£ 2 oz/f t 

Thickness 
mils-mm 

Open 
Area 
% 

EOS 
(US St.-
-Sieve 

Size 

Mean 
EOS 
mm 

Woven 
(Monofila
ment) 

Mirafi 
700X 

Black 0.02a, 
0.00867 

120\ 
51.7b 

6.5 19-0.48a 

15-0.385 
5.5 70-100 0.18 

Non-
Woven 

Mirafi 
700X 

White °.2a 

0.221 
285a , 
290.8 

4.5 60-1.524* 
68-1.741 

N/A 1004- 0.15 

arefer to manufacturer (Mirafi, 1983) 

l̂aboratory testing (Dreasen, 1983) 



CHAPTER 5 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

General, Description 

j 

This chapter discusses the performance of the tested geofabrics 

by comparing the discharges, pressure buildups, permeability 

coefficients, gradient ratios and micro-organism/fungus formations for 

the two types of geofabrics with three types of soil combinations each, 

as outlined in Chapter 4. All the test results are given in Appendix B. 

The experiments were conducted strictly for the laminar range of 

flow conditions, therefore Darcy's law and the equation of continuity 

were used for the computation of discharges and permeability 

coefficients. Reynold's Number (NR) was also computed for the average 

velocities of flow under various hydraulic gradients applied to the 

tested soil-fabric systems by the expression given below: 

v Da Yw < ^ 
n g 

where 

v = velocity of flow (cm/sec) 

Da = diameter of average particle (cm) 

"Yw = density of water Cg/ml) 

n = viscosity of water (g sec/cm^) 

g = acceleration due to gravity (cm/sec^) 

84 
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Given in Table 5.1, Reynold's Numbers were well below 

critical value of one, a check for the flow to remain in laminar 

range [Daugherty and Franzini, 1972]. 

To determine the hydraulic pressure gradients within the 

soil, the pressures of the individual strata were measured as 

described in Chapter 4. The average hydraulic gradient was computed 

by dividing the total water head applied to the filter system by the 

total soil depth. The hydraulic gradient of the bottom one inch was 

computed by dividing the pressure difference recorded within the 

bottom inch of soil by one inch of 6oil, including the geofabric. 

Knowing the average water velocity and the hydraulic gradients, the 

permeability coefficients for every inch of the soil column in the 

permeameter were computed for each test. 

The gradient ratio (GR) is the index used by the U.S. Army Corps 

of Engineers to indicate clogging of a filter fabric. This concept was 

discussed in Chapter 3 and 4. The value is a ratio of the hydraulic 

gradient within the bottom inch of the soil to the average hydraulic 

gradient of the entire system. The average hydraulic gradient for the 

soils tested was maintained at a constant value during specific durations 

of testing time, the gradient ratio would therefore be an indicator of 

the pressure buildup within the bottom inch of soil. 

It was noticed during testing that a white substance built up in 

the specimen. Upon dismantling the systems, a wet mount sample of the 

tested soil was examined under a microscope at 200X magnification to 

determine the nature of the fungus-like material that had grown on the 
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Table 5.1 Reynold's Numbers for the Average Velocities of Flow 
Under Various Hydraulic Gradients Applied to the Tested 
Soil-Fabric Systems 

Soil 
Type 

Geofabric 
Type 

Gradient 
Reynold's Number 

NR 

e 0) 
2.0 3.50 X io"12 

0) 

> 
1 4.0 4.15 X 10-12 

IH 
at n 
o IH 
e 

c! 
o 
55 5.8 3.39 X io"11 

IH 
at n 
o IH 
e 

2.0 5.41 X 10~12 

o c 
HI > 
•i 

4.0 7.80 X IO-12 

5.8 8.17 X io"12 

e OJ 2.0 7.65 X io-12 

<u 
RH 
•8 
E 

> o 
s h o 
55 

4.0 1.10 X io"11 <u 
RH 
•8 
E 

> o 
s h o 
55 5.8 1.34 X io"11 

U-J 
c o 0 
1 •H 
a 0J 

2.0 7.87 X io"13 
U-J 
c o 0 
1 •H 
a 0J 

d <U > 
o 

4.0 1.25 X io"12 
in & 

6.0 1.29 X io~12 

QJ 
RH 

e 0) > 
* 2.0 3.76 X io"15 QJ 

RH c 
o :s 

O 
c 
0 u 

1 
c W
o
v
e
n
 

2.0 1.95 X io"i5 
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sample during the test. The examinations confirmed the presence of some 

sort of organic matter or fungus within the soil mass. The tested filter 

fabrics were inspected under a magnifying glass to determine the extent 

of soil entrapped within the pores of geofabrics and also to observe any 

micro-organism activity. 

The amount of fine particles that got entrapped within the pores 

of geofabrics were weighed by determining the weight of geofabric before 

and after the percolation test. The weight of particles that had passed 

through the geofabrics into the coarse aggregate chamber was obtained by 

carefully separating the fine from the coarse aggregates through washing 

with water and then letting the water to evaporate. The entrapped and 

the passed weights of the soil particles were used to compute a parameter 

designated the 'passing performance ratio, R* given by: 

R = "R£ 
Wen 

where 

Wpa •= percent weight of soil passed through the geofabric 

Wen = percent weight of soil entrapped within the pores of 

geofabric 

The experiments conducted in the laboratory were long term flow 

tests. The following graphs were plotted for every soil-fabric system 

tested: 

1) cumulative discharge volumes versus time (Fig. 5.1) 

2) flow rates versus time (Fig. 5.2) 

3) replot of flow rates versus time for conformable and semi-
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conformable soils with non-woven geofabrics under applied 

hydraulic gradients of 2.0 and 5.8 or 6.0 (Fig. 5.3) 

4) pressure distribution for every inch of soil versus time 

(Fig. 5.4 to Fig. 5.7) 

5) permeability coefficients for every inch of soil versus time 

(Fig. 5.8 to Fig. 5.11) 

6) gradient ratio values versus time (Fig. 5.12) 

Reliability of Data 

The main factor that could influence the reliability of the 

experimental data was the development of micro-organism/fungus within the 

soil mass with time. 

From the review of the previous laboratory investigations 

conducted by various researchers, mentioned in Chapter 4, it is evident 

that the problem of bacterial activity is unavoidable in long-term 

testing of soil-fabric systems in the laboratory. Even the UBe of 

distilled water can not prevent the formation of micro-organisms within 

the soil-mass [Phillips, 1984 personal communication]. However, the 

following precautions are recommended to minimize the micro-organism 

formation during long-term testings: 

1. Use of high chlorine concentrations, even up to 10 ppm. 

2. Strict control of water temperatures used for testing. 

3. Avoidance of metallic parts such as screens, nut-bolt 

arrangements and tubes etc., that could enhance bacterial 

activity. 
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4. Use of completely dried soil in an oven, at a temperature more 

than 100°C for at least 24 hours, prior to testing. This 

treatment may destroy some types of organisms that may exist 

within the soil. 

Micro-organism growth tend to develop more rapidly in an 

environment with low seepage velocities. Also the smaller the velocity 

the less chance there is of the chlorine present in the water to protect 

the soil from the growth of organisms due to chlorine dissipation within 

the filter system [Chen, 1980]. 

Even though laboratory testing is influenced by micro-organi6m 

activity, a question arises as to whether or not bacterial accumulations 

exist in a field environment. In the field, soil is not exposed to 

constant light, temperature or ground water head. Furthermore, the soil 

occupies much larger areas than that tested in the laboratory, so that if 

bacteria did developed it would take a considerable amount of time before 

the soil layer would clog. However, in many field situations, soils 

contain an abundance of nutrients and the water is not chlorinated. 

Hence the influence of bacterial activity could be further enhanced by 

the secretions from bacteria [Van Zyl and Robertson, 1980]. Therefore it 

is quite possible that bacterial accumulations could be responsible for a 

localized plugging of a field soil. 

After the systems had been dismantled, thin layers of a whitish, 

slimy and sticky material were observed within the soil column. By 

examination under a microscope it waB found to be some sort of fungus. 

The fungus development was observed to be throughout the body of the soil 
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column in the form of 'microbial filaments' of aerobic nature (Phillips, 

1984), The fungus concentration seemed to be more in the top two to 

three inches of soil than in the lower one inch i.e., the extent of 

microbial filament formation seemed to decrease towards the lower layers 

of the soil column. This tend to enhance the development of aerobic 

micro-organisms. This types of micro-organism grows more rapidly than 

an-aerobic types. 

From the above discussion it is concluded that the laboratory 

results were influenced by micro-organism formation. Hence, during the 

analysis and interpretation of the results, the effect of the micro

organism development can be considered a contributing factor in the 

variation of results. 

Results and Discussion of Results 

The laboratory percolation tests were conducted for non-woven and 

woven geofabrics with artificially prepared soil combinations. These 

combinations provided conditions that were conformable, semi-conformable 

and non-conformable to some of the general, acknowledged filter criteria 

for the geofabrics as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. 

The observations and results of the experiments under the applied 

hydraulic gradients for the above mentioned soil-fabric systems are 

presented in plots and summary tables. The test for the conformable soil 

with non-woven geofabric ws repeated as a check to duplicate the 

experiment. The data and results for this test are given in Appendix C. 

The testings for the non-conformable soil-fabric systems were conducted 
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only for the overall hydraulic gradient of 2 because the flow rate 

through the system was very low. 

During the testing it was observed that the flow rates were 

fluctuating with time and with the increase in hydraulic gradients 

applied to the systems* For the percolation tests conducted in the 

laboratory the variations in results could be due to the following 

reasons: 

1. Reorientation of the soil particles 

2. Collapsing and refilling of small channels 

3. Localized movement of particles within the soil mass 

4. Movement of soil particles through the geofabric outside of the 

soil mass 

5. Soil entrapped within the pores of the geofabric 

6. Micro-organism formation 

A brief discussion of each factor follows; 

1. Reorientation of the soil-particles: 

Due to the flow of water through the soil-fabric system the soil-

particles reorientate to form a 'stabilized condition1. This stabilized 

condition occurs with the formation of a soil-filter cake within the soil 

mass, as discussed in Chapter 2. The process of filter cake formation 

could hinder the flow and may cause the fluctuations observed. A well 

formed and stable filter cake would in turn tend to create a constant 

flow rate with time. Theoretically the flow rate should remain constant 
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provided the filter cake remains stable and undisturbed i.e., the applied 

hydraulic gradient to the system remains constant. 

2. Collapsing and Refiling of Small Channels: 

Due to the flow of water through the soil-fabric system, 

especially when the hydraulic gradient is increased, small channels are 

observed to be created in the soil mass which keep on collapsing and then 

getting refilled again. The creation of these channels could be 

partially responsible for the instantaneous increase and decrease in the 

flow rate causing fluctuations. 

3. Localized Movement of Particles within the Soil Mass.: 

Sue to the flow of water through the soil column, a localized 

movement of fines occurs within the soil mass, causing a reduction in the 

voids. The fines may get collected more in one part of the soil sample 

than in another and create an increase in local density, hence a decrease 

of discharge and flow velocity through the soil. The decrease in the 

flow rate in turn causes the pressure build up observed within the soil 

body. 

4. Movement of Soil Particles through the Geofabric 
Outside of the Soil Mass: 

The soil particles finer than the EOS of the geofabric pass 

through the pores of the geofabric. This removal of fine particles from 

the soil mass would increase the flow rate and coefficient of 

permeability. If the removal of fines is significant then it would 

influence the formation and/or stability of the filter cake within the 

soil mass and may cause piping to occur, as discussed in Chapter 2. 

5. Soil Entrapped within the Pores of Geofabric: 
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The soil particles coarser than the pores of the geofabric would 

hinder the flow and cause a decline in the flow rate with time through 

the soil-fabric system. This condition known as plugging was defined in 

Chapter 3. If a large amount of soil gets entrapped within the pores it 

may cause a localized clogging rendering the filter system to become 

essentially useless* The plugging would be followed by pressure build 

up within the system. 

6. Micro-organism Formation: 

With time micro-organisms develop within the soil mass, as 

discussed earlier. These growths may be fungus or bacteria or a 

combination. Such growths could hinder flow, decrease the flow velocity 

and hence cause pressure build up within the soil column. 

Discussion on the Flow Rates through the SoilrFabric Systems Tested 

During testing the out flows through the soil-fabric systems 

were collected in calibrated containers for various time durations. The 

cumulative discharge volumes in gallons versus time in hours were 

plotted, as shown in Fig. 5.1. The points in the plots show a slight 

variations in the cumulative discharge volumes with time. Straight 

lines drawn through the points would give the average value of the 

cumulative discharge volume for the corresponding time durations. The 

slopes of the lines represent the average flow rates with respect to 

applied hydraulic gradient. According to Darcy's law, the flow rate 

divided by the hydraulic gradient and the cross-sectional area of flow 

would give the average permeability coefficient value for that specific 
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hydraulic gradient applied to the system. Therefore from the slopes of 

the lines in Fig. 5.1, the flow rates and permeability coefficient 

variations were computed under various hydraulic gradients applied to 

the tested soil-fabric systems* These results are given in Table 5.2. 

Hence Fig. 5.1 is useful for computing the average overall and short 

term values for the permeability coefficient. The figure also shows the 

effect of the geofabric in modifying the flow. 

From Chapter 4 the flow rate values given for the geofabrics and 

soil combinations when tested alone, were used to compute the volume of 

water passing through them per unit time. For the purpose of 

comparison, considering any time, say the 10 hour time duration for a 

percolation test, the volumes computed were used to get the slopes shown 

in Fig. 5.1 for the geofabrics and the soil-combinations individually. 

The slope values computed from Fig. 5.1 for the soil-fabric systems 

combined are given in Table 5.2. In Table 5.3 the flow rates for the 

geofabrics, soil combinations and soil-fabric systems are given. These 

values signify the change in discharge when a geofabric is used in 

conjunction with a soil. It is difficult to establish a direct 

correlation for the decrease in flow rate for the geofabrics, soil-

combinations and soil-fabric systems because the flow rates given by the 

manufacturer of the geofabrics were different from those computed in 

laboratory, as given in Table 4.4. 

To analyse the variations in discharge through the soil-fabric 

systems tested in the laboratory the "instantaneous values" of flow 

rates were also computed by dividing the collected volumes of water by 
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Table 5.3 Flow Rates for the Geofabrics, Soil Combinations 
and the Soil-Fabric Systems Used for Testing 
(time duration of 10 hours considered) 

Geofabric 
Type 

Soil Type Soil-Fabric 
Type 

Slope-Flow 
Rate 

S=Q (gal/ 
min) 

Non-
Woven (NW) 

- -

2S5a 

290.8 

Woven (W) - -
120a . 
51. 7b 

-
Conformable 

(C) 
- 0.25 

-
Semi-

Conformable 
fs<ri 

- 0.162 

-
Non-

Conformable 
(NC) 

- 0.06 

- - CNW 0.025 

- - CW 0.040 

- - SCNW 0.051 

- - sew 5.71xl0"3 

- - NCNW 6.61x10 ̂  

- - NCW 3.43xl0~5 

where 3refer to manufacturer 

refer to laboratory testing (Katheren, D.) 
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the time durations in which those volumes were collected. Figure 5.2 

shows the plots for the "instantaneous" flow rates in cubic centimeters 

per minute versus time in hours under various hydraulic gradients 

applied to the soil-fabric systems. From Fig. 5.2 fluctuations in the 

flow rate with time could be observed. Therefore for discussion and 

explanation a replot of flow rate versus time for conformable and semi-

conformable soils with non-woven geofabric is shown in Fig. 5.3. The 

average values of the flow rateB with respect to the time duration for 

the tests are given in Table 5.4. These average flow rates are equal or 

slightly higher than those computed from the slopes in Fig. 5.1 and 

given in Table 5.2* This is because the straight lines drawn between 

the points in Fig. 5.1 represent an approximate average flow rate value 

which deviates slightly from the arithmetic average. Therefore flow 

rates through the soil-fabric systems tested are discussed on the bases 

of: 

(1) Average flow rates through the systems 

(2) Instantaneous flow rates through the systems, with respect to 

the average flow rates 

(1) Average Flow Rates through the Systems: 

Cumulative discharge volumes versus time under various hydraulic 

gradients applied to the tested soil-fabric systems are given in Fig. 

5.1. In the figure the slopes of the lines representing the approximate 

average value of the flow rates indicate a constant flow rate with time. 

From Fig. 5.1 it is observed that by increasing the overall 

hydraulic gradients applied to the systems the slopes increased. 
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Table 5.4 Average Flow Rates Under Various Hydraulic Gradients 
for the Tested Soil-Fabric Systems 

Soil 
Type 

Geofabrii 
Type Gradient 

Testing Timt 
(hours) 

Average 
Flow Rate 
q (cc/min) 

e a> 
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Therefore it is concluded that the overall rate of flow through the 

soil-fabric system would increase by the applied hydraulic gradient. 

The average flow rate values represented by the slopes from Fig* 5.1 are 

also given in Table 5.2. 

From Fig. 5.1 and Table 5.2 it is observed that when the overall 

hydraulic gradient applied to the systems was increased to twice the 

initial applied value, the slope increased also. However this increase 

was not directly proportional i.e., the average flow rate value 

represented by the slope did not double. It seems most probable that if 

the geofabrics or the soil-combinations were used individually for the 

percolation tests under a specific applied hydraulic gradient than by 

increasing the gradient to twice the initial flow rates would increase 

to be twice of the initial value too. Hence it could be concluded that 

it was the complex interaction occurring between a geofabric and a soil 

when they are used together, that the response of the soil-fabric system 

for the flow rates was not directly proportional to the hydraulic 

gradient increase. Since the interaction between a geofabric and a soil 

depends upon the clogging potential of the geofabric, partial clogging 

of the geofabric could be responsible for the above observed phenomenon. 

From the slope values given in Table 5.2 it is evident that the 

flow rate was more influenced by the increase of hydraulic gradient from 

2.0 to 5.8 or 6.0 than by the increase from 2.0 to 4.0 i.e., the 

hydraulic gradient increase of three times the original value would 

provide a significant variation in the flow rate. Hence to compare 

various soil-fabric systems tested under the applied hydraulic 
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gradients, the percent change of flow rate was computed for the change 

in hydraulic gradient from 2.0 to 5.8 or 6.0, as given in Table 5.2. 

The values of the slopes representing the average flow rates for 

the geofabrics and the soil-combinations when used individually along 

with those for the soil-fabric from Fig. 5.1 are given in Table 5*3* 

These flow rates were computed for a time duration of 10 hours for 

comparison purposes, as discussed previously. The difference in slopes 

shows the amount by which flow rates decrease when a geofabric and a 

soil were used in combination, as compared with their use alone. Since 

the overall area of flow through the systems was a constant for a 

permeameter, and the applied hydraulic gradient to the system for a 

specific duration of time was a constant too, the decrease of slope is 

considered a direct measure of the clogging potential of a geofabric. 

This argument also conforms with that given earlier. 

From the values of flow rateB and the percent increase in flow 

rates due to increased hydraulic gradient presented in Table 5.2 it is 

observed that by raising the hydraulic gradient of the soil-fabric 

systems, the percent increase in flow rate was higher for the woven 

geofabric than for the non-woven geofabric, when used with the 

conformable soil. On the other hand the percent increase in flow rate as 

higher for the non-woven geofabric than for the woven geofabrics, when 

used with the Bemi-conformable soil. Similarly from Table 5.3, the flow 

rate observed for non-woven was higher than the woven geofabric when 

each used with the non-conformable soil. The conformable soil consisted 

of a pure fine sand where as the semi-conformable and the non-
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conformable soils were silty sand with 5% clay and Bandy Bilt with 15% 

clay content, respectively (refer to Fig. 4.8 and Table 4.3). Therefore 

it could be concluded that on the basis of laboratory tests the 

performance of the woven geofabric with respect to the flow rate was 

better than that of the non-woven geofabric for sandy soils. With the 

increase in soil clay content the performance decreased significantly, 

(refer to the slopes representing the flow rates in Fig. 5.1 and Table 

5.2) On the other hand the non-woven geofabric performed better than 

the woven geofabric when the soil clay content was increased. 

Although the performance of the non-woven geofabric with sandy 

soil was worse than that of the woven geofabric, it was compatible. 

Therefore it could be concluded that the overall performance of the non-

woven geofabric with respect to the flow rates, seemed more consistent. 

The main reason for the above observations regarding the flow rates for 

the tested soil-fabric systems, is attributed to the difference in the 

pore structure and open area of the woven and non-woven geofabrics used. 

Due to the well defined pore structure and slightly larger mean EOS, as 

given in Table 4.4, woven geofabrics performed better with the sandy 

soils than with the clayey sands. The clay particles tend to decrease 

the distinct opening of the pores at their edges and in turn cause a 

decrease in the rate of flow. 

(2) Instantaneous Flow Rates through the Systems with Respect to the 
Average Flow Rates: 

The flow rates through the soil-fabric systems were observed to 

be fluctuating with time, as mentioned in the previous section. 

Therefore the slopes in Fig. 5.1 represented an approximate average flow 
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rate value. The exact values of the flow rates may be above or below the 

slopes. To observe the variations in the flow rates through the tested 

systems, the "instantaneous" flow rate values versus time were plotted, 

as shown in Fig. 5.2. The arithmetic values of the average flow rates 

with respect to Fig. 5.2 are given in Table 5.4. From these values of 

the average flow rates, the average velocities were computed by dividing 

with the cross-sectional area of the flow, from which in turn the 

Reynold's Numbers given in Table 5.1, were computed. The variations in 

the flow rates could be studied better with respect to the average flow 

rates from Table 5.3, for the specific hydraulic gradients. It could be 

observed from Fig. 5.2 that the fluctuations in the flow rates were 

different from one another for the applied hydraulic gradients to the 

systems. Hence it could be concluded that Fig. 5.2 shows best the 

actual response of the geofabrics when used with different soil-

combinations . 

Considering the mechanism of filtration in the Boil-fabric 

systems, as discussed in Chapter 2, it is postulated that the variations 

in the instantaneous flow rates observed in Fig. 5.2 are due to the 

process of a filter cake formation in the soil column as the water 

continues to flow through it. For a better understanding of the 

process, the flow rates versus time for non-woven geofabric with the 

conformable and semi-conformable soil were replotted in Fig. 5.3. The 

horizontal straight line indicate the actual average flow rate values 

for the systems from Table 5.4. Therefore the shaded portions 
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represented the extent by which the variations in the flow rate occurred 

with respect to the average value. 

Keeping in mind the previously discussed possible reasons for 

the variations to occur in the flow rate* the curves for the 

instantaneous flow rateB in Fig. 5.3 are analysed. The curves for the 

non-woven geofabric with conformable soil for the hydraulic gradient of 

2.0, in Fig. 5.3, indicate a typical response of the soil-fabric 

combination to form a filter cake. It could be observed that for the 

initial time duration of about 18 hours the flow rate was more than the 

average flow rate of 96.27 cc/min, but was decreasing as indicated by a 

negative slope. This initial decrease in instantaneous flow rate could 

be due to the reorientation of the soil particles against the upstream 

surface of the geofabric, forming a 'bridging-network*, i.e., the 

beginning of a soil-filter cake as discussed in Chapter 2. At this 

stage the flow rate tends to stabilize, as shown by the decrease in the 

negative slope of flow rate up to about 43 hours of testing. The flow 

rate remains constant up to about 53 hours and then starts to increase, 

shown by a positive slope in Fig. 5.3. Actually as the water continues 

to pass through the geofabric an increasing amount of fine particles 

becomes entrapped on this granular bridging network until such time that 

no soil particles could migrate across the boundaries of the geofabric. 

At this stage the partially formed filter cake becomes stable enough to 

dictate the flow through the geofabric and therefore the flow showed a 

positive slope up to and more than the average flow rate value until 

about 67 hours. The increase of flow rate through the system caused an 
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increase in the internal movement of fine particles within the soil 

column. Hence the net effect is a localized decrease in the soil voids, 

resulting in an increase in local density and therefore a decrease in 

flow rate. This decrease of flow rate was quite low, shown by a gradual 

negative slope, up to about 92 hours of testing time. It has been 

mentioned earlier that the micro-organism in the form of microbial 

filaments were observed in the soil column, after the test ended and the 

system was dismantled. Therefore the later decrease of the flow rate 

could be partially due to the development of micro-organisms within the 

soil mass. 

From the above discussion on the response of the soil-fabric 

system with respect to the instantaneous flow rate, it is postulated 

that for the longer tests under the same hydraulic gradients, the syst'em 

will stabilize and the flow rates will reach a constant value, 

conforming to the observations from Fig. 5.1 discussed previously. The 

constant flow rate through the stabilized system would most probably be 

lower than the average flow rate, indicated by the reference line. It 

has been mentioned previously that after the formation of a stable 

filter cake and flow rate reaching a constant value with time, the 

hydraulic response of the system would depend upon the soil filter cake 

and not only the geofabric used. The geofabric would then serve only as 

a solid constraint to hold the system together. 

After about 92 hours of testing the hydraulic gradient of the 

system was increased from 2.0 to 4.0. With the increase of hydraulic 

gradient the average flow rate value also increased from 96.27 cc/min to 
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114.38 cc/min, as shown in Fig. 5.3 but the stability of the partially 

formed and stabilized filter cake was definitely affected. This 

influence could be observed by the decrease of the flow rate indicated 

by the negative slope, from above the average flow rate line to below it 

up to about 115 hours of testing time. This decrease in flow rate was 

most probably due to the reorientation of the soil particles to reach a 

stabilized condition again. The flow rate then showed an increase, 

indicated by a positive slope from 115 hours to about 141 hours and then 

starts to decrease, given by a negative slope. The increase of flow 

rate was attributed to the stability of the filter cake and decrease due 

to the internal movement of the particles to reduce the voids. Actually 

the flow rate variations for the hydraulic gradient of 4.0 were quite 

similar to those for the hydraulic gradient of 2.0. Similarly the 

variations for the hydraulic gradient of 5.8 seemed quite similar to the 

previous lower hydraulic gradients. Hence it could be concluded that 

the overall hydraulic response of the soil-fabric system was quite the 

same for all the applied hydraulic gradients, except that the average 

flow rate increased by an increase in the hydraulic gradient. From the 

above discussion it could also be concluded that the test for the 

initial hydraulic gradient of 2.0 should have been done for a longer 

duration of time before increasing the hydraulic gradient. This would 

have created a well stabilized filter cake, that would have controlled 

the hydraulic responses better. This conclusion is further verified by 

studying the flow rate variations for the same geofabric, non-woven with 

the semi-conformable soil, shown in Fig. 5.3. The initial response of 
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the system for the hydraulic gradient of 2.0 seemed quite similar to 

that discussed earlier for the non-woven with conformable soil up to 

about 43 hours of testing. The main difference was that for the semi-

conformable soil-fabric system, the average flow rate was higher than 

that for the conformable soil-fabric system, as discussed in the previous 

section. As the test was done for a time duration of about SO to 75 

hours for a specific hydraulic gradient, the hydraulic gradient was 

raised from 2.0 to 4*0 after about 55 hours of testing. 

By comparing the flow rate variations for both the systems under 

the hydraulic gradient of 2.0 it seemed probable to conclude that the 

hydraulic gradient for the non-woven geofabric with semi-conformable 

soil was increased before the formation of a partially stable filter 

cake. ThiB pre-mature change of hydraulic gradient influenced the 

formation of a filter cake as well a the response of the soil-fabric 

system at the hydraulic gradient of 4.0 and 5.8. Therefore it could be 

postulated on the bases of the above discussion that the semi-

conformable soil-fabric system would have behaved in the similar manner 

as the conformable soil-fabric system, if initially the testing under 

the hydraulic gradient of 2.0 would have been done for a longer duration 

of time. 

Discussion On the Pressure Distributions within the 
Soil Column for the Systems Tested 

The pressure distributions within the soil column were observed 

during the tests. Due to the flow of water through the soil-fabric 

systems, seepage forces developed within the soil. These forces 
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represented by the pressure build up were recorded for every inch of the 

soil column, with respect to the instantaneous flow rate measurements, as 

discussed in Chapter 4. For the tested soil-fabric systems, under the 

applied hydraulic gradients, the plots for the pressure distributions 

versus time are given in Fig. 5.4 to 5.7. Every figure represents 

pressure distributions in each layer of the soil column. 

From Fig. 5.4 to 5.7 it could be observed that the pressures in 

general were fluctuating. These fluctuations seemed to correspond with 

the variations in the instantaneous flow rate values, shown in Fig. 5.2. 

Figure 5.4 represents the pressure distributions in the top one 

inch of the soil column. It could be observed from this figure that the 

pressure variations in the top layer seemed fairly consistent for the 

tested systems, especially for the initial hydraulic gradient of 2.0. 

By the increase of the hydraulic gradient from 2.00 to 4.0 and then 

from 4.0 to 5.8 or 6.0, the pressure within the top layer seemed to 

increase considerably. The main reason for this increase in pressure 

was the increase of head over the soil column to raise the overall 

hydraulic gradient. 

Figure 5.5 represents the pressure distributions in the layer 

second to the top. From Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5 the pressure 

distributions seemed to be quite similar, therefore it could be concluded 

that the pressure distribution response in the top two inches of the 

soil column for the tested systems was almost identical i.e., the top 

two inches behaved in a similar manner. 
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Figure 5.6 represents the pressure distributions in the third 

layer from the top. The pressure variation in this layer seemed more 

than in those above it. 

Figure 5.7 represents the pressure distributions in the bottom 

one inch of the soil column. The pressure variations in this layer are 

the most critical because the clogging of the geofabric would mainly 

depend upon this layer. As discussed in Chapter 3, the concept of the 

gradient ratio (GR), a parameter to indicate the clogging of a 

geofabric, is based upon the pressure build up in the bottom layer, the 

concept of the gradient ratio is that as plugging occurs, water pressure 

builds up immediately above the geofabric, which influences the 

functioning of the system. If the pressure build up becomes very high 

it would indicate the clogging of the geofabric. 

From Fig. 5.7 it could be observed that for the conformable soil 

with non-woven geofabric at the hydraulic gradient of 4.0, the pressure 

seemed to increase initially and then dropped down sharply. A similar 

effect could be observed for the same soil-fabric system and the applied 

hydraulic gradient, in Fig. 5.12, that is gradient ratio versus time 

plot for the tested soil-fabric systems, discussed later. The reason 

for this sudden pressure build up and collapse was because the test for 

the conformable soil with non-woven geofabric was the one which was done 

first, therefore the very little experience had been accumulated to 

increase the water head over the soil column at the slowest possible 

rate. The hydraulic gradient for the test was therefore raised more 

rapidly than was appropriate, which caused a temporary clogging of the 
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geofabric indicated by the pressure build up in the bottom layer as 

shown in Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5*12. This affect would be analysed in more 

detail below. It has been mentioned earlier that the test for the 

conformable soil with non-woven geofabric was repeated to duplicate the 

experiment. From the results of the repeated test given in Appendix C, 

it could be observed that no pressure build up occurred when the 

hydraulic gradient was increased from 2.0 to 4.0, because the head of 

water over the soil column was raised at the slowest possible rate. 

Comparing the plots in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.7 under the applied 

hydraulic gradients for the various soil-fabric systems tested it could 

be observed that pressure build up for the semi-conformable soil with 

the woven geofabric was the largest, with slight variations. This 

largest pressure build up within the soil-fabric system seemed 

conforming to the lowest average flow rate for the semi-conformable soil 

with the woven geofabric as compared with the other soil-fabric 

systems, as shown in Fig. 5.1. 

In general from Figs. 5.4 and Fig. 5.7 it could be observed that 

the variations in the pressure distributions were more significant for 

the hydraulic gradients of 2.0 and 5.8 or 6.0 as compared to those 

observed for 4.0. This observation corresponds with the observations of 

the average flow rates and the instantaneous flow rates shown in Fig. 5.1 

and Fig. 5.2. Therefore the use of the change of slope representing the 

flow rate for the hydraulic gradient of 2.0 and 5.8 or 6.0 instead of 

4.0 for the analysis in Table 5.2 is confirmed to be reasonable. Hence 

the conclusion drawn in the previous section that the hydraulic gradient 
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increase of three times the original value seemed to indicate a 

significant variation in the flow rates is reconfirmed. 

Discussion On the Permeability Coefficient Variations 
Within, the Soil Column for the Soil-Fabric. Systems. Tested 

Observations for the variations of permeability coefficient with 

time are shown in Figs. 5.8 to 5.11, for every inch of the soil column. 

The permeability coefficient values were computed by dividing the 

velocity of flow through the soil fabric system by the hydraulic 

pressure gradients of the individual strata, therefore the plots of 

permeability coefficients versus time would indicate the influence of 

pressure build ups within the soil column. 

It has been discussed previously that the slopes in Fig* 5.1, 

plotted for the cumulative discharge volumes versus time, represents the 

approximate average flow rates through the tested soil-fabric systems. 

Computed valued of the average flow rates from the slopes in Fig. 5.1 

for the applied hydraulic gradients were tabulated in Table 5.2, from 

which the percent change i.e., percent increase in the average flow rate 

was computed. By using Darcy's law the average permeability coefficient 

values for the corresponding average flow rates, for the applied 

hydraulic gradients, were also computed, a6 given in Table 5.2. It is 

noted from Table 5.2, that contrary to the increase in the flow rate by 

the increment of the applied hydraulic gradient to the system, the 

average permeability coefficient value showed a decrease. By a close 

analysis of this observation it could be noted that the average 

permeability coefficient value would have been increased only if the 
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average flow rate through a system would have increased more than twice 

of its initial value by doubling the hydraulic gradient applied. 

Actually the average permeability coefficient value would have remained 

constant if and only if the flow rate would have exactly doubled to its 

initial value when doubling the applied hydraulic gradient to the system 

i.e., only if the flow rate was directly related to the hydraulic 

gradient increment. It has been discussed and concluded previously that 

the average flow rate value through the system is not directly related 

to the increment of the applied hydraulic gradient because of the 

partial clogging of the geofabric, hence it could also be concluded that 

due to the same effect the average permeability coefficient value 

decreases even when the hydraulic gradients was increased. 

In Table 5.2 the values for the percent decrease of the 

permeability coefficient for the applied hydraulic gradients of 2.0 and 

5.8 or 6.0 were computed with respect to the values for the percent 

increase of the corresponding flow rates. Therefore from the values of 

the percent decrease in the permeability coefficient in Table 5.2, it 

could be observed that by raising the applied hydraulic gradients to the 

soil fabric systems, the percent decrease in the average permeability 

coefficient values was lower for the woven geofabric than the non-woven 

geofabric, when uBed for the conformable soil i.e., for the sandy soil 

woven geofabric performed better than the non-woven with respect to 

permeability. On the other hand the percent decrease in the average 

permeability coefficient values was lower for the non-woven geofabric 

than for the woven geofabric, when used with the semi-conformable soil 
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i.e., for the clayey Band non-woven geofabrick performed better than the 

woven geofabric. These conclusions reconfirm those made previously. 

The variation in the permeability coefficient with time for 

every individual layer of the soil column is given in Figs. 5.8 and 

5.11. From Fig. 5*8 to 5.11 it could be observed that with respect to 

the permeability the tested soil-fabric systems behaved in a similar 

manner. That is the permeability decreased even with the increase 

in the applied hydraulic gradient to the systems, which conform with 

the results from the Fig. 5.1, as discussed above. 

From Figs. 5.8 to 5.11, in general, it could be observed 

that the permeability variations in the top two inches of the soil 

column were almost identical. ThiB conclusion reconfirms that which 

was made in the previous section of the discussion on the pressure 

distributions, that the pressure response of the top two layers of 

the soil column was almost the same, throughout the testing. The 

variation in permeability seemed to be more significant in the third 

and the bottom layers, which was the direct result of the pressure 

build up in those layers. Therefore it could be concluded from the 

observations of Fig. 5.8 to 5.11 that although the permeability 

decreased throughout the Boil column, the decrease in permeability 

seemed to be much gradual for the top layers as compared with that 

of the bottom layers. Therefore the hydraulic response of the 

systems seems to depend upon that of the lower layers. 

To analyse the main reasons for the above mentioned effect, 

the mechanism could be described by the following discussion: 
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The testing was done for the laminar range of flow 

conditions, therefore Darcy's law would be applicable, according to 

which 

Q - K i A 

where 

Q ® water discharge « volume of water/time 

K = permeability coefficient 

i = hydraulic gradient 

A = cross-sectional area of flow 

From Fig. 5.1 and Table 5.2, for the tested soil-fabric 

systems, Q clearly increased as i increased. This means that any of 

the following was possible: 

(i) A remained constant and K remained constant 

(ii) A changed and K changed 

(iii) A remained constant and K changed 

(iv) A changed and K remained constant 

From the above (i) is only true if Q is proportional to i 

and the rest are true if Q is not proportional to i. 

Since A was was constant then only (i) and (iii) were 

possible. According to the results of the tests conducted K was not 

observed to remain constant, therefore (iii) took place. Actually K 

decreased, therefore the factors affecting K will be discussed. 

According to Taylor, 1948, K is given as a function of: 

where 
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DS2 = second power of a dimension representative of the average 

grain size, which is a constant for any given soil. 

= property of pore water, constant for a given soil 

e « void ratio of the soil mass 

c = shapes and arrangement of pores, or the soil 

structure called shape factor • 

The factor C may also depend somewhat on void ratio, and 

thus may have to be included in void ratio concentrations; therefore 

Ce3/l+e represents the void ratio effect. 

Hence on the bases of the above discussion and the results 

given in Fig. 5.8 to 5.11 it could be concluded that the void ratio 

effect could be the predominant factor which causes a decrease in 

permeability even when the hydraulic gradient was increased. 

Although with the increase in the applied hydraulic gradient to a 

system, the flow rate increased, however it caused an increase in 

the internal movement of fine particles within the soil column, 

disrupting the shape factor. The net effect was a localized 

decrease in voids and an overall decrease in permeability. 

Similar reasoning could be used for the decrease in the 

permeability of the geofabrics used for the test. This shape 

factor for a geofabric would remain constant too because the pore 

structure on the average is fixed. Therefore decrease in the voids 

due to soil entrapped in the pores to partially or fully blocking 

them, would be responsible for the decrease in permeability. Hence 

it could be concluded that for the tested soil-fabric systems 
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clogging of a geofabric, was being taken place, resulting in a 

significant decrease in permeability of the lower layers especially 

the bottom layer. 

Discussion. On the Gradient Ratio (GR). Observations 
for the Soil-Fabric Systems Tested 

It has been mentioned earlier that the U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers recommended gradient ratio (GR) as an index to indicate 

clogging of a filter fabric. If the GR value becomes greater than 

3.0 vithin 24 hours, it was suggested that the filter cloth was 

completely clogged, refer to Eq. 3.22, Chapter 3. 

GR values for the soil-fabric systems tested were computed by 

dividing the hydraulic gradient within the bottom inch of the soil 

column by the average hydraulic gradient of the entire system. The 

computed values of GR were plotted versus time, in Fig. 5.12. The 

average values of the GR for the soil-fabric systems tested were also 

computed and are given in Table 5.5. 

From Fig. 5.12 it could be observed that except for the 

conformable soil with non-woven geofabric under the applied 

hydraulic gradient of 4.0, the GR values plotted versus time showed 

a constant slope with slight variations. This indicates that no or 

very slight clogging of the geofabric took place during the tests. 

It could also be observed from Table 5.5 that for the conformable 

and semi-conformable soils, the average values of GR were 2.01 or 

less, except for the conformable soil with non-woven geofabric 

under an hydraulic gradient of 4.0. Also, as given in Table 5.5, 
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Table 5.5 Average Gradient Ratio (GR) Value Under Various Hydraulic 
Gradients for the Tested Soil-Fabric Systems 

Soil Type Geofabric Type 
Gradient 
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GR values could be observed to exceed the maximum limit of 3.0, for 

non-conformable soil with non-woven and woven geofabrics according 

to criteria. But in general, the average values of GR given in 

Table 5.5, do'not show any trend for comparing the performance of 

the soil-fabric systems tested. 

From Fig. 5.12, it could be observed that for the 

conformable soil with non-woven geofabric under the applied 

hydraulic gradient of 4.0, GR increased from a high value of 2.71 

to the maximum value of 3.0 and then dropped down to the low, 

permissible values, with time. This effect was conforming to that 

of the pressure build up observed and discussed for the same soil-

fabric system for the bottom layer, as given in Fig. 5.7. The 

reason for the effect was a temporary clogging of the geofabric by 

a change of hydraulic gradient more rapidly then appropriate, and 

resulting in a large pressure build up and GR value. Therefore it 

could be concluded that the pressure build up in the bottom layer 

observed in Fig. 5*7 conformed directly with that of the GR, in 

Fig. 5.12. 

From the above observations and discussion a question 

arises that if the maximum value of 3.0 indicated a 'complete 

clogging' of the geofabric, according to the criteria, than how 

could the pressure build up dissipated and GR was decreased down to 

the normal, permissible limit. A rational answer to that could be 

that the continued flow through the system caused the collapse of 

pressure build up, ending the temporary clogging and decreasing the 
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GR to the normal limit. But then it could be asked again that how 

could the flow continue through the system if the geofabric was 

'completely clogged', according to the criteria. Hence it could be 

concluded that the flow continued, therefore the geofabric must not 

have completely clogged and the maximum limit of 3.0 for GR to 

indicate a complete clogging could therefore be questionable. 

Similar reasoning could be applied for the non-conformable 

soil tested with woven and non-woven geofabrics. Although the GR 

values computed was more than 3.0, there was a very low discharge 

out of the system, as given in Table 5.4, indicating that the 

geofabrics were not fully clogged. The maximum value of the GR 

computed was 5.125 for the test of non-conformable soil with woven 

geofabric, as given in Table 5.5. 

From the above discussion on the permeability variations, 

it was concluded that there was a significant decrease in the 

permeability of the bottom layer of the soil column for the soil-

fabric systems tested, indicating that the geofabric is clogging. 

This was true for the conformable and semi-conformable systems. 

The GR values in Fig. 5.12 corresponding to those for the 

permeability values, do not show any significant increase. Hence 

GR as a clogging criteria could be questionable. 

Therefore on the bases of the above discussion the 

following evaluation for the GR could be deduced: 
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(i) There is a definite relation between the decrease in the 

flow rates, increase in pressure build up indicated by the 

GR value. 

(ii) The GR of 3.0 recommended by the U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers does indicate a significant decrease in the 

flow rate and an increase in pressure gradient in the 

bottom layer but does not indicate a complete clogging. 

(iii) According to the tests conducted, the GR value to 

indicate a complete clogging of the geofabric with zero flow, 

should be greater than 5.0* 

(iv) GR doeB not indicate the extent of the clogging of 

geofabric with time. 

Discussion on the Passing Performance Ratio. R Evaluation 

It has been mentioned earlier that the entrapped and the 

passed weights of the soil particles were computed for the soil-

fabric systems tested. The percentage of the entrapped and passed 

weights with respect to the total weights, were used to compute the 

so called 'passing performance ratio, R1. The value of parameter R 

has two limits as given below: 

(i) R°0 : when no soil particles pass through the geofabric 

(ii) R=a : when all soil particles pass through the geofabric 

The significance of R is that it could be used to compare 

the performance of the soil-fabric systems with one another, with 



respect to passing and retaining the fine soil particles for a 

percolation test* 

For the tested soil-fabric systems, the R values computed 

are given in Table 5.6. It is observed from Table 5.6 that for 

all the soil-fabric systems tested, R values for the woven 

geofabric is higher than the non-woven geofabric. Therefore it is 

concluded that regardless of the soil encountered woven geofabric 

would allow more soil particles to pass through it. This in turn 

depends upon the pore structure of the geofabric used i.e., the 

definite and well defined openings in the woven geofabric would 

make it easier for particles to pass and less particles would be 

trapped. 

Evaluation of the Filter Criteria for Geofabrics 

In the review of the literature, most of the widely 

accepted filter criteria for geofabrics have been given in Chapter 

3. These criteria have been tabulated in Table 3.2. Some of the 

filter criteria were selected from Table 4.2, Chapter 4. The 

basic criteria selected for the evaluation were: 

(i) Retention/piping criteria (Eqs. 3.1, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.11) 

(ii) Permeability criteria (Eqs. 3.15, 3.16, 3.17, 3.18 

and 3.19) 

(iii) Clogging criteria (Eq. 3.22) 

Three types of soil-combinations were artificially 

prepared for the laboratory testing on the basis of conformability 
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to the above mentioned criteria and therefore were named as BO 

called conformable, semi-conformable and non-conformable soils. 

The soil combinations were basically sands with increasing amounts 

of clay content. 

During the preparation of the soil-combinations two 

conclusions were drawn: 

(1) The higher the amount of fine particles in soil i.e., 

clay, the higher the inclination would be towards a non-

conformability with the filter criteria. 

(2) The soil combinations selected to be fully conformable 

with the filter criteria could be prepared but the 

preparation of soils which would not conform to the 

selected criteria was not possible. Therefore the so-

called non-conformable soil prepared was conformable to 

some of the filter criteria, as shown in Table 4.2. 

On the bases of the laboratory testing, observations, 

results and discussion of the result, the following evaluations 

could be drawn with respect to the geofabric filter criteria 

selected, as given in Table 4.2: 

(1) For retaining the fine soil particles, the first 

retention/piping criteria to be evaluated was 

recommended by Calhoun (1972) given in Eq. 3.1 aB: 

1 
d85b . . 

The criteria in Eq. 3.1 was used to design the soil combinations for 

testing with regard to piping of the fine particles through the system. 
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From the test results it could be observed that even tough the range of 

EOS/dg^b^ varied from 0.178 to 1.8, as given in Table 4.2, the loss 

of soil particles through the filter fabric was small. Also refer to the 

passing performance ratio, R, values in Table 5.6. Therefore it could be 

concluded that Eq. 3.1 seemed restrictive. Hence an average ratio is 

proposed as: 

EOS . - , 
d—b " 1"5 (5-D 
85 

From Table 4.2 it could be observed that the soil combinations tested 

were conforming to almost all the rest of the equations for the 

retention/piping criteria. Therefore if the proposed criteria given in 

Eq. 5.1 are considered valid, then the other equations given for the 

retention/piping criteria in Table 4.2 may follow, except when the soil 

is uniform. 

(2) For the evaluation of the permeability criteria, given in Table 

4.2, two types of ratios for an adequate permeability through the systems 

were considered: 

Kfabric/Ksoil > X 

(ii) EOS/d15b > y 

It could be observed from Table 4.2 that for the soil-fabric 

systems tested, the ratio Kfabric/Ksoil varied from 0.5 to 47 i.e., the 

permeability of the geofabric was 0.5 to 47 times more than that of the 

soil protected. From the tests results, discussed previously, it was 

observed that the permeability coefficient ratio for the non-conformable 

soils with the non-woven geofabric especially was very high but the flow 
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rate was extremely low. Hence it could be concluded that for the 

permeability ratio of K£ajJX.£c/Kso£^, there should be two extreme limits 

for a complete criteria because for the ratio just indicating a value 

greater than say x could be misleading and could result in design of a 

soil-fabric system with a very high permeability ratio, to cause a flow 

rate through the system which may not be adequate enough. 

Hence on the basis of the limited range of tests conducted for 

the Btudy, a permeability criteria could be suggested as: 

Kfabrlc/lCsoil * °'5 t0 18 

(5.2) 

In Table 4.2 the permeability criteria is also given by ratio EOS/d^b* 

It could be observed from Table 4.2 that for the conformable and semi-

conformable soil-fabric systems tested the range of ratio was between 

1.01 to 1.5, providing an adequate permeability, conforming with Eq. 3.18. 

Where as for the non-conformable soil-fabric systems the ratios were 2.43 

and 2.03, with a very low permeability, conforming to Eq. 3.19 but not 

conforming to Eq. 3.18. For a soil-fabric system to perform reasonably, 

it must have an adequate permeability through it* Hence it could be 

recommended that for general design and application with respect to the 

permeability, Eq. 3.18 be preferred over Eq. 3.19. 

(2) The clogging criteria suggested by the U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers and given by the gradient ratio (GR) was discussed and 

evaluated above in the previous section of discussion on the GR 

observations for the tested soil-fabric systems. The evaluations were 

also given at the end of that section. 
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Discussion on the Determination of the Criteria 
for the Soil to be a Filter in Itself 

From the discussions given above especially about the flow rates* 

permeability and the pressure distributions it appeared that in all the 

tests performed in laboratory for the soil-fabric By stems, the soil 

influenced the hydraulic response of the system to a great extent along 

with the geofabric. If the permeability of a particular soil layer 

within the soil column was less than that of the geofabric, the soil 

layer would control the hydraulic response of the entire soil system, 

regardless of where the soil layer was located within the syBtem. 

On the basis of the tests conducted and the previous research 

undertaken by various reseachers, it could be deduced that a soil layer 

having adequate particle size distribution can work as a filter to limit 

migration of fine particles within the soil. In the soil-fabric system, 

the soil would then serve as the filter and the fabric would serve as a 

permeable constraint to hold the system together and to prevent the soil 

from being moved through the geofabric i.e., the better gradation of the 

6oil, the smaller the amounts of fine particles that passed through the 

geofabric. Therefore the soil-filter cake, well formed and stable 

enough, would tend to make the flow constant through it, if the hydraulic 

gradient does not change. Hence due to the soil-filter cake relatively 

few fine particles would reach the geofabric, therefore it would be most 

probable that the geofabric would not be clogged. 

For the aggregate filter the pore openings between the aggregate 

filter particles should be small enough to prevent passage of most of the 
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particles of the protected soil. But the filter layer should be permeable 

enough to permit unreduced flow of water from the protected soil to the 

drain without becoming clogged. To analyse the mechanism of filtration 

for the aggregate filters Taylor, 1948, recommended a rough approximation 

of the maximum size of particles that may be used for the filter material 

without danger of penetration of fines through its pores. The analysis 

was based on considering perfect spheres of uniform size. Taylor showed 

that a small sphere would move through the opening enclosed by three 

perfect equal size spheres if the diameter of the larger spheres is 

greater than six and one half times that of the small sphere, called as 

'limiting Bize ratio', as shown in Fig. 5.13A. Given by Mitchell [1976], 

this particle configuration could be considered as a stable, densest 

cubical packing. 

In a more unstable configuration i.e., an unstable, loosest 

cubical packing, of four equal size perfect spheres enclosing the 

opening, a small sphere would move through the opening if the diameter 

of the larger spheres is greater than two and one third times that of 

the small sphere, as shown in Fig. 5.13B. An average opening size of 

the two configurations would be between 4-5. 

Therefore, a layer of soil can stop the passage of a particle if 

the size of the particle is larger than one-fifth of the size of the 

particles making up the soil layer* Uence for a soil layer to become a 

soil filter in itself all of the following conditions recommended by Chen 

et al [1980], should be met: 

8̂5 5̂0 3̂5 < 5 (5.3, 
D50 ' °35 ' D15 
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Fig. 5.13 Average Pore Size in Soil 
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where 

D = the particle diameter for the soil protected by the geofabric. 

It is also suggested that if the soil contains more than 30% of 

silt and clay, then the filtration rate and soil migration become so 

small that the performance of the filter system will not be affected by 

filter fabric. Also the concentrations larger than 30% will 

significantly compare velocities and thus decrease the possibility of 

migration and increase the possibility of bacterial activity. This 

recommendation conforms to the conclusion made previously in Section 6, 

that the increasing contents of clay in the soil, increases the non-

conformability to the filter criteria. 

Guidelines for Selection of Geofabrics 
As Filters in the Field 

Initially little was known about uses of geofabrics in the filed 

as there was no long term experience with them. Decisions on how to 

select them were based upon results of limited trials and laboratory 

evaluations. This sometimes led to incorrect or premature conclusions, 

e.g.> a geofabric that has performed satisfactorily for certain 

conditions is automatically the best for every condition and is suggested 

for use as the only standard for specifying geofabrics. Actually, each 

project should be individually studied, its performance requirements 

determined, and accordingly, its design criteria established to ensure 

successful functioning for its service life. 

Sound engineering practices should be applied to each project. 

Careful design studies and proper construction methods help avoid 
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mistakes and ensure satisfactory functioning of the system. Proper 

planning and designing should include site surveys. Soil conditions, 

soil quality, soil particle size distribution and soil permeability and 

hydrology should be* determined. In addition, one must establish 

functional requirements, and select the right materials for the project. 

It has been mentioned earlier that because test and performance data have 

been accumulated with respect to geofabrics, this could help engineers to 

better understand what physical properties of geofabrics performance. 

Such an understanding enables designers to properly select and specify 

geofabrics for their projects. 

For the practicing engineer in the field, the following guides 

are recommended as a procedure to select a filter fabric: 

Step 1: Determine the permeability coefficient of the soil to be 

protected by the laboratory testing i.e., either by a 

constant head or falling head permeameter test or grain 

size distribution depending upon the type of soil 

encountered. [ASTM, 1970] 

Step 2: Determine the grain size distribution for the soil to be 

protected. [ASTM, 1970] 

Step 3; From the grain size distribution curve and Eq. 5.3, 

determine whether or not the soil is a filter in itself. 

If the soil is a filter in itself then step 5 should be 

considered otherwise step 6 must be taken into account. 
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Step 4: Select a range of filter fabrics having permeability 

coefficients equal to or preferably larger than that of 

the soil to be protected. 

Step 5: If the soil is a filter in itself, as determined from 

the gradation curve and Gq. 5.3, it should satisfy the 

retention/piping criterion. Therefore the primary 

concern is with respect to the permeability criterion 

i.e., Eq. 3.18 must be satisfied. 

Step 6: If the Boil is not a filter in itself as determined from 

the gradation curve and Eq. 5.3, then theoretically a 

significant amount of fine particles can be carried by 

water through the soil voids. In thi6 case, a filter 

fabric is needed to limit and control the loss of soil 

particles through the system. Therefore along with the 

permeability criterion given in Eq. 3.18, the 

retention/piping criterion in Eq. 5.1 must be satisfied. 

On the baseB of the literature search and laboratory 

evaluations, the above guidelines for selection of geofabrics as 

filters in the field seem to be reasonable and appropriate for most of 

the cases, but it may require a further verification. The flow chart 

for the guideline recommended as a procedure to select a filter fabric 

in the field is given in Fig. 5.14. 



Determine the 
grain size 
distribution for 
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fabrics with 
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Fig. 5.14 Guidelines Recommended as a Frocedure to Select a Filter 
Fabric in the Field 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis o£ the literature search and laboratory testing 

performed as part of this research the following general and specific 

conclusions are drawn. 

General Conclusions 

1. Geofabrics can be used as an alternative to granular 

filters. Non-woven and woven geofabrics can be used in a variety of 

situations with confidence and economy. 

2. The filtration performance of a geofabric depends upon 

Effective Opening Size (EOS) i.e., fabric pore size distribution. The 

EOS, in turn, depends upon production methods and fabric material type. 

Therefore to function as a filter, it is important that the physical 

and mechanical properties of the soil-fabric system be considered 

together with condition of use. 

3. The following basic requirements must be met by a geofabric 

for use in sub-surface drainage applications: 

(i) it must prevent the migration of the protected soil through 

itself. This forms the basis of the "retention requirement" 

(ii) It must be at least as permeable and preferably more 

permeable than the soil to be protected in order to prevent 

144 
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buildup of excessive hydro-static pressure* This forms the 

basis of the "permeability requirement". 

(iii) It should have a sufficient strength to withstand abuse 

during installation without damage or rupture. It should 

also remain permanent and perform for the service life of 

the drain system. This forms the basis of the "structural 

integrity requirement". 

(4) If the soil to be protected by a geofabric is a filter in 

itself, i.e., could form a stable soil-filter cake, the 

geofabric would only work as a permeable solid constraint 

to hold the system together. 

(5) The development of micro-organisms within a soil-fabric 

system is unavoidable for the long-term testing in the 

laboratory. Therefore, during the analysis and 

interpretation of the results, the effect of the micro

organism development be considered a contributing factor in 

the variation of results. 

Conclusion on the Basis of the Flow Rates 
through the Soil-Fabric Systems Tested 

1. The average values of the flow rates through the soil-fabric 

systems tested indicate a constant flow rate with time. 

2. The overall rate of flow through the soil-fabric systems 

tested would increase by increasing the applied hydraulic gradient. 

However this increase would not be directly proportional due to the 
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interaction between a geofabric and a soil, depending upon the clogging 

potential of the geofabric. 

3. The performance of the woven geofabric with respect to the 

flow rate was better than that of the non-woven geofabric for sandy 

soils. On the other hand the non-woven geofabric performed better than 

the woven geofabric when the soil clay content was increased. 

Conclusions on the Basis of the Pressure 
Distribution within the Soil Column 
for the. Soil-Fabric Systems Tested 

1. To raise the overall hydraulic gradient, the water head over 

the soil column was increased. It caused a considerable pressure build 

up within the soil column. 

2. The pressure distribution response in the top two inches of 

the soil column for the soil-fabric systems tested was almost identical. 

3. The pressure variations within the bottom layer are the most 

critical because the clogging of the geofabric would mainly depend upon 

it. 

Conclusion on the Basis of the Permeability 
Coefficient Variations, within the Soil Column 

for the SoilrFabric Systems Tested 

Contrary to the increase in the flow rate by the increment of the 

applied hydraulic gradient to the soil-fabric systems tested, the average 

permeability coefficient showed a decrease. The effect was because of 
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the partial clogging of the geofabric and decrease in the void ratio of 

the soil mass. 

Conclusions on the Basis of. the Gradient 
Ratio (GR) Observations for.the Soil-Fabric Systems Tested 

1. There is a definite relation between the decrease in the flow 

rate, increase in pressure build up, indicated by the GR value* 

2. The GR of 3.0 recommended by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

does indicate a significant decrease in the flow rate and an increase in 

pressure gradient in the bottom layer but does not indicate a complete 

clogging. 

3. According to the tests conducted, the GR value to indicate a 

complete clogging of the geofabric with zero flow, should be greater than 

5.0. 

4. GR does not indicate the extent of the clogging of geofabric 

with time. 

Conclusions on the Basis of the Passing. 
Performance Ratio . R- Evaluation 

1. The parameter passing performance ratio, R, recommended, is 

significant to be used for comparing the performance of the soil-fabric 

systems with one another. It depends upon the passing and retaining the 

fine particles for a percolation test. 
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2. Regardless of the soil encountered, woven geofabric would 

allow more soil particles to pass through it« 

Conclusions on. the Basis of the Evaluation 
of the Tested Filter Criteria for Geofabrics 

1. The higher the amount of fine particles in soil i.e., clay, 

the higher the inclination would be toward a non-conformability with the 

filter criteria. 

2. The soil combinations selected to be conformable with the 

filter criteria could be prepared but the preparation of soils which 

would not conform to the selected criteria was not possible. 

3. The retention criteria recommended by Calhoun, [1972], seemed 

restrictive according to the laboratory evaluation. Therefore an average 

< 1.5 

ratio is proposed in Gq. 5*1 as: 

EOS 

d85b 
4. The permeability criteria usually recommended by the ratio 

between permeability coefficients of geofabric and the soil should have 

two extremes limits for a complete criteria. Therefore on the basis of 

the limited range of tests conducted for the study, a permeability 

criteria is proposed, which may need a further verification, given in Eq. 

5.2 as: 
fabric „ r ^ o — = 0.5 to 18 
soil 

5. For a general design and application with respect to the 

permeability, Eq. 3.18 be preferred over Eq. 3.19: 

> 1 (3.18) 
15b " 
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Conclusions on. the Basis of Determination 
of the Criteria, for the Soil to be a Filter in Itself 

1. In all the tests performed in the laboratory for the soil-

fabric systems, the soil influenced the hydraulic response of the system 

to a great extent along with the geofabric. 

2. If the permeability of the soil to be protected is less than 

the permeability of the geofabric, as true in almost all the cases, and 

the soil is a filter which will restrict the migration of fine particles, 

then the soil will predominantly influence the hydraulic response of the 

system. 

3. For a soil layer to become a soil-filter in itselft the 

criteria and conditions recommended by Chen et al [1980] given in Eq. 5.3 

Beem appropriate. 

Conclusion on the Basis, of. the Guidelines 
Recommended for Selection of Geofabrics aB Filters, in the Field 

For the selection of a geofabric in the field for the 

unidirectional, laminar flow conditions, a design procedure is 

recommended in Chapter 5. The design procedure seem to be reasonable for 

most of the cases, but it may require further verification. 

Recommendations, for Future Studies 

The following recommendations for further studies are made: 

1. Only two types of geofabrics were tested in this study. It 

would be beneficial to study other types of geofabrics with a wider range 
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of equivalent opening sizes to see if the results of this study could be 

extended. 

2. Micro-organisms develop within the system during the long 

term testings, therefore a chemical and/or bio-chemical on both soil and 

geofabric should be performed and the geofabric being tested should be 

analysed with a scanning electronic microscope to determine filter 

plugging due to chemical and/or bio-chemical activity. 

3. Further investigations are required to establish whether the 

gradient ratio, GR can be regarded as a reliable criteria to indicate the 

soil-fabric system performance. 

4. From the cumulative discharge volume versus time plot, it is 

evident that the slope of the curve was effected more for the increase of 

hydraulic gradient from 2 to 5.8 or 6 than for the increase from 2 to 4. 

Therefore for the future tests, the increment of the hydraulic gradient 

applied to the system should be more than three times the original 

applied hydraulic gradient to provide a significant variation in results 

for interpretation. When the hydraulic gradient is to be raised, it 

should be done after running the test for a long time i.e., until a 

stable soil filter cake is formed. Also the increase in the head of 

water over the soil column to raise the hydraulic gradient, be done at 

the slowest possible rate to avoid disturbing the stability of the soil 

filter cake. 

5. Since drainage systems and bank protection structures are 

often subjected to variable water heads and erosion, and control systems 

used in bank protection may be subjected to negative flow. It is 
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recommended that future tests be conducted in which high variable water 

heads and also negative water heads are used, i.e., the pressure below 

the geofabric being higher than above the geofabric. 

6. Testing techniques should be developed to study the effects 

of dry period over the soil-fabric system 

7. Design and use of geofabrics to protect against soil 

migration under reversing flow and hydrodynamic conditions is not well 

understood, and is a very complex problem depending on many factors. A 

self-induced filter may not form if large hydraulic gradients or large 

dynamic stresses are applied to the soil-fabric system. It also seems 

probable that the two conflicting requirements for a filter, previously 

discussed, can never be met by a geofabric used in isolation under these 

conditions. Since there are no accepted design criteria for such 

situations, it is recommended that future studies be aimed at development 

of design criteria for these conditions. 



APPENDIX A 

A LIST OF SOME OF THE LEADING FILTER FABRICS 
AND MANUFACTURERS OF GEOFABRICS MARKETED 

IN NORTH AMERICA 
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Bidim • - grey felt 
Monsanto Company 
St. Louis, Missouri 

Mirafi • - non-woven 
Celanese Fibers Marketing Co. 
New York, New York 

Monofilter • - woven 
Menardi - Southern 
Houston, Texas 

Poly-filter X • - woven 
Carthage Mills, Inc. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

Polyfelt TS • - nonwoven 
Advance Construction Spec. 
Co., Memphis, Tennessee 

Supac A - mat 
Phillips Fibers Corp. 
Greenville, South Carolina 

Terrafiz • - mat 
Kenross - Nave Canada LTD. 
Rexdale, Ontario 

Typar • - nonwoven 
DuPont Company 
Wilmington, Delaware 
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RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR 
THE TESTS CONDUCTED 
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Table B.l Experimental Results for Conformable Soil with Non-Woven 
Geofabric (A=167.56 cm^) 
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Table B.l—Continued 
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Table B.2 Experimental Results for Conformable Soil with Woven 
Geofabric (A=167.56 cm^) 
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Table B.2—Continued 
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Table B.3 Experimental Results for Semi-Conformable Soil with 
Non-Woven Geofabrlc (A=167.50 cm^) 
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11 II 91 - 45 315.42 7.82 12.5 31.25 17.5 ln.n 1.25 

12 fl 104 - 45 309.6H 7.70 33.75 31.5 17.7.3 <>.75 1.22 

U 0.8 114 - 15 471.46 B.OI 41.75 44. 5 21.0 I 1.5 1.101 

1-'. II 121 - 45 454.20 7.79 44.5 14.1) 24.0 13.0 1 .If. 
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Table B.3—Continued 

Obs .  
Grad i 

en t  
1  

TIBP 
l lour -Hln  

DL*ehnr ;c  
q  (cc /mln)  

rp rm.cocr r .  
Kxl0-1  

(nm/suc)  

TroRsurc  Dis t r ibu t ions  (emu)  n r .n l  l en t  
Ba t  lo  
cn  

Obs .  
Grad i 

en t  
1  

TIBP 
l lour -Hln  

DL*ehnr ;c  
q  (cc /mln)  

rp rm.cocr r .  
Kxl0-1  

(nm/suc)  Tnpl -Tnp5  Tnp2-Tnp5  Tnp2-Tnp5  Tnp4-TapS 

nr .n l  l en t  
Ba t  lo  
cn  

15  5 .8  129  -  45  441 .5H 7 .57  4f t .0  45 .5  22 .25  1 .  I I ,  

l lv  •  t  1 JH -  15  104 .48  .  19  47 .25  44 .25  21 .25  14 .5  1 .115  

17  •  1  14  i  -  30  m .M ft .  75  48 .25  4  .  7  5  21 .25  15 .25  1 .272  

18  M 157  -  . ' .5  379 .  ( .9  ( . . 51  4B.25  4  5 .25  21 .5  11 .75  1 .27  

1"  H 1 (>1  -  15  3f>4 ,  I f .  0 .25  48 .75  4R.23  25 .n  14 .75  1 .25  

2)1  (1  11 .7  -  15  i r>2 .73  f t .  22  48 . l t  47 .5  27 .5  14 .5  n .9 |  

21  " 179  -  3(1  J59 .19  6 .1  f t  4 ' J .5  4  2 .5  IH.75  10 .3  (> .<>5  
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Table B.4 Experimental Results for Semi-Conformable Soil Woven 
Geofabric (A=153.20 cm2) 

nt iR .  
Grad i 

en t  
1  

Time  
l lour -Hln  

Dlnchnrge  
q  f i ' c / r a tn )  

Per r t t .Coef f .  
Kj t lO-*  

( cm/s i r )  

TrPHSurc  Dls  trlhutlons (mib) 
Ri l l  1 "  
i:r 

nt iR .  
Grad i 

en t  
1  

Time  
l lour -Hln  

Dlnchnrge  
q  f i ' c / r a tn )  

Per r t t .Coef f .  
Kj t lO-*  

( cm/s i r )  Tnpl -Tnp5  Tnp2-Ti ip5  Tnp2-Tnp5  Tnp4-Tnp5  
Ri l l  1 "  
i:r 

1  2 .0  12  -  00  2:* .  f t  6  1 .29  17 .5  16 .5  12 .5  7 .0  1 . 75  

; II 24  -  on  22 .34  1 .22  I ' l .S  18 .25  14 .0  R.O 2 .D 

i 
•  1  29  -  15  21 .0 ! )  1 .14  20 .0  1H.5  14 .5  R .5  2 .125  

4  It 35  -  no  21 .  94 1 .19  19 .5  IB .5  14 .0  8 .5  2 .125  

5 
11 46  -  00  20 .07  1 .09  19 .75  19 .0  14 .25  8 .25  2 .0625  

6 .0 55  -  30  41 .  511  1 .13  4n. .S  36 .  75  26 .75  15 .5  1 . 14  

7  11 63  -  00  33 ,  64  0 .  92  40 .5  36 .75  26 .0  14 .75  1. 6  •  

8 II 71  -  00  33 .51  O.  9J  40 .5  36 .75  26 .0  14 .5  1. 75  

9  •r 79  -  30  31 .54  0 .R6  40 .  75  36 .7S  24 .0  14 .1 )  1 .75  

10  II 85  -  45  22 .71  0 .62  40 .50  36 .75  24 .0  14 .0  1 .75  

LI  99  -  0(1  22-61  0 .72  40 .55  35 .25  23 .0  13 .75  1 .72  

12  6 .0  10$  -  00  40 .14  0 .73  61 .25  49 .0  33 .25  19 .25  1 .65  

13  ii 108  -  30  39 .43  0 .  72  61 .25  50 .75  32 .5  19 .  j  1. 6 )  

14  •i 120  -  45  36 .05  0 ,6" )  61 .25  52 .25  31 .0  IS .5  1 .54  
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Table B.4—Continued 

Gradi 
en t  

t  

T ime  
Hour -HIn  

Dlschnrge  
q  ( rc /mln)  

Pe tw.Cocf t .  
KxlO-3  

(cm/spc)  

r ross i i r e  Dis t r ibu t ions  ( rna )  Grad ien t  
Ra t io  

r .R  

Grad i 
en t  

t  

T ime  
Hour -HIn  

Dlschnrge  
q  ( rc /mln)  

Pe tw.Cocf t .  
KxlO-3  

(cm/spc)  Tnpl -TnpS Tnp2-T .np5  Tnp2-Tnp!i Tap4-Tap5  

Grad ien t  
Ra t io  

r .R  

1' r>.n IJ1 - 15 .11. M (1.5! f t l .25  49. 5 IH.75 1. 'Hi 

h< •• 149 - 111 1.M19 1) .  Ml  ' •1 ,2 r > .*• V. 11 C..! "i 18.71 I.I'. 

i ;  14 1 Ml — £ j 2H.  J_ '  11.11 M.O V»,0  in .  19.1 i  

IK  II 172  -  45  2f i .  O.AH f t l . l l  49 .11  111 , ' .  1 9.0 1  .  SN 1  

p» M IRl l  -  25  2h .  74  0 .49  ftl .0 4H,  "  j  11 ,1 )  19.0 1  . " )H1  

II 191  -  05  21 .00  (1 .45  M.5  ' .K . l l  n.r< IH. 5  
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Table C.l Experimental Results for Conformable Soil with Non-Woven 
Geofabric (A=167.56 cm2) 

l lb r . .  
Grad i -
fn t  
t  

Time 
l lour -Ml i i  

D l ichnrge  
q  (cc /ml i i )  

P e r m - C o o T f .  

KxlO-3  
( i -m/nec)  

r r esBi i rc  Dls t r lbuf  tons  (cms)  Orad lon t  
R n t  1 p  

r .K  
l lb r . .  

Grad i -
fn t  
t  

Time 
l lour -Ml i i  

D l ichnrge  
q  (cc /ml i i )  

P e r m - C o o T f .  

KxlO-3  
( i -m/nec)  Tnp1-Tf ip5  T . ip2-Tnp5  Tnp2-Tnp5  Tnp4-T , ip5  

Orad lon t  
R n t  1 p  

r .K  

1  J .  I I  6  -  1 * >  1 2 f > ,  1 7  f t .  2 7  I B .  5  1 5 . 7 5  1 1 1 .  i i  f t .  7 5  1 .  f t ' )  

* i  
-  1 5  8 f i .  7 4  4 . 3 1  I B .  7 5  1 5 . 7 5  in . i i  f t .  7 5  1  . ' i i  

\ 
i t  

i n  -  i s  8 4 . 1 1  4 . 2 0  18 .75  1 5 . 5  1 ( 1 . 5  f t .  7 5  1  .  f t ' )  

M  « f t  -  1 5  6 J .  O B  3 .  11  1 9 . 2 5  I f . .  5  I I . "  ( i .  5  1  . f t  J  5  

5  
i t  

-  4 5  r , 5 . 5 1  3 . 2 f t  1 9 . 5  17.."i 11  . n  ( • . .15  1 .  5 f t  1  

I I  
? n  -  4 5  hi .33  3 .115  1 9 . 7 5  1 7 . 5  l l . o  ( . . 2 5  1 .  5 f t  1  

7  ' . . 0  7 5  -  n n  137 .3d  3 . 4 1  3 7 . 5  3 8 . 0  I P .  7 5  . ' 0 . 0  2 . 5 1 1  

B  •• 9 R  -  3 0  < 1 1 . . ' . 7  2 .27  3 7 , 2 5  3 7 . 7 5  18 .5  2 0 . 0  2 .  " > ( l  

9  •• 1 1 9  -  o n  1 1 1 . 5 5  2 . 7 7  I H . n  3 8 . 2 5  I B . 5  2 0 .  5  2 . 5 f t  

1 0  
i r  142  -  45  9 7 . 0 8  2 .45  17 .75  38 .50  1 8 . . ' 5  19 .75  2 .  . 7  

1 1  5 .8  146  -  15  152 .45  2 . f >2 50 .0  4f t .  50  2 9 . 0  10 .0  1 .  f t ' .  

1 2  
» H.3  -  30  148 .11  2 .54  51 .50  4f t .  25  28 .5  19 .25  1  . f . ( >  

1 3  
1 1  

l h 7  -  o n  1 4 4 . 1 9  2 .47  51 .25  4 f t . 0 0  2 B . 0  19 .25  1 .  f t f .  

1 A  
I I  

1 7 2  -  o n  145 . (19  2 .49  51 .75  4f t .  25  28 .5  1 9 . 5  1 .  f t B  
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Table C.l—Continued 

Obs .  
Grad i 

en t  
1  

TimP 
Hour -Ki l l  

DJnchnrpc  
q  ( i ' c /min)  

Porm.Cocr f ,  
Kxtn-3  

(cm/n i ' c )  

Trossuro  Dis t r ibu t ion! )  (cms)  Grad ien t  
R. i  t  in  
r.n Obs .  

Grad i 
en t  
1  

TimP 
Hour -Ki l l  

DJnchnrpc  
q  ( i ' c /min)  

Porm.Cocr f ,  
Kxtn-3  

(cm/n i ' c )  T .np l -TapS  Tnp2-Tnp5  Tnp2-T ,1p5  TnpA-Tnp5  

Grad ien t  
R. i  t  in  
r.n 

r. 5 .8  l f l f i  - 00 157 ,71  2 .  7(1  51 .  5  27 .75  19 .75  1 .70  

Ih  II 197  -  3(1  164 .56  2 .32  51 .5  45 .25  27 .0  !9 .5  i .r,R 

IT  J IB  -  30  147.in 2 .52  51 ,73  5 .  no  2f i . '>  I 'M)  i  .M 
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